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Microprinting

A daily independent student press
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Gag order
placed on
University
rape case

Color shifting ink
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■ The men's basketball
team will travel to
Bloomington. Ind. to
participate in the
Indiana Classic.

□ The arraignment for the accused
rapist is scheduled for Monday.

• • •Making
J The Secret Service is
trying to track down
counterfeiters in Bowling
Green.

■ The women's
basketball opens the
MAC season against
Western Michigan at
home.

By AMYJO L. BROWN
The BG News

■ The NOW staff rates
their favorites of 1998.

■ Anthony Recznik
reviews Gus Van Sant's
Psycho remake.

■ This week's Sound
Parade features reviews
of Seal. The Simpsons
and The Prince of Egypt.
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"Two are better than
one; for if they fall, the one
will lift up his fellow; but
woe to him that is alone
when he falleth. and hath
not another to lift him up."

The U. S. Secret Service is investigating the distribution of counterfeit
bills discovered by local Bowling
Green businesses.
Several fake $20 bills and one fake
$100 bill were discovered by two
local bars, the Fifth and Third Bank,
and the Quality Inn.
"The quality of the bills was not
the best," said Al Alvord, detective
for the Bowling Green Police.
Jason Ad kins, co-owner of Mark's
Pub, first discovered two counterfeit
$20 bills while doing registers the
Monday morning after he received
the bills.
"After twenty years in this business, you learn to recognize counterfeit bills," he said.
Adkins called the Bowling Green
Police who took the fakes and gave
Adkins a receipt for the bills.
A "business watch" was then
printed up and sent to other Bowling
Green businesses, warning against
counterfeit bills.
On the same day Adkins discovered the fake $20 bills, he bought

□ More than 1,000 students will be receiving
degrees at graduation
exercises next
Saturday.
By DANIELLE HALL
The BG News

Check it out at:
WWW.

bgnews.com

"We check every big bill for the
counterfeit pens which were placed
watermark," said Curt Sinzenbacher,
by each register
Any time an employee feels a bill a bartender at Howard's Club H,
is questionable, they mark it with a which received another counterfeit
special pen. If it comes out yellow, $20 bill.
Alvord said that the low light in
the bill is genuine. If it's black or dark
the bars make it easier to pass off a
brown, then the t)ill is suspect.
While going through deposits, the fake bill.
A counterfeit $20 bill was also
Quality Inn's general manager
noticed a fake $100 bill because the handed over to the Fifth and Third
texture and size of the bill was differ- Bank by an unknowing customer,
ent, and there was no watermark — said Karen Fraker, vice president of
all things that should have been rec- marketing for the bank.
"Employers are trained to spot it
ognized, said Rita Binkowski, front
right away," she said, "We called the
desk clerk.
"Prior (to the discovery), employ- Bowling Green Police."
Three different sets of serial numees had no reason to question bills,"
She said, "Now they must check all bers were used on the bills. Alvord
bills, and when taking cash they need suggested that they might have been
to check driver's licenses or some ■treated through use of a computer
and scanner.
sort of photo ID," she said.
None of the businesses that were
Introduced in the fall of 1998, the
new $20 bills are characterized by a given counterfeit bills had suggeslarger portrait of Andrew Jackson, tions as to who might be distributing
with added detail and fine line pat- them.
Alvord said that he knows of no
terns behind the portrait, and a security thread on the far left of the bill suspects.
"All cases concerning counterfeit
with its own tiny lettering and graphics. "USA Twenty" and a flag are money are handed over to the Secret
printed on the thread, and the Service," said Alvord.
Other local businesses who have
numeral "20" is printed within the
received warnings of the fake money
starfield of the flag.
If the bill is tilted back and forth, a are keeping an eye out for any suspicolor shift from green to black and cious bills.
back again can be seen. Also, there is
"We have a list of serial numbers
a watermark on the right of the bill from the police to watch for," said
that can be seen by holding the note Shawn Everhart, owner and manager
of Gargoyles.
up to the light.

Everyone is looking forward
to the end of the semester, but for

some students, it
will mark the end
of their college
career.
Around 1,100
students will be
receiving degrees
at the commencement exercises at Klein
10 a.m. Dec. 19 in
Anderson Arena.
The commencement speaker
will be Tom Klein, professor of
English and director of the

372-6966

him to speak at the ceremony.
He told Dobb that he would
need 24 hours to think about it.
He consulted with his wife and
his class, and then decided to
accept the invitation.
Klein said he will be speakTom Klein ing for about 10 minutes, and
Chapman Lennmig Center Director that he will be sharing the experiences that he has accumulated
over the years.
Klein said that about six to
"I think every human being in
eight weeks ago he received a
call from Linda Dobb, coordina• See KLEIN, page five.
tor of commencement, asking

7 think every human being in a talk like
this has to come to grips with his or her
own story and speak from the heart, and
that's what III be doing."

Chapman Learning Community.
This is Klein's 28th year at the
University, and his second year
as the director of CLC.

Kwanzaa celebration to
feature Afiicana dance troupe
□ The program and
feast will take place
tonight in Olscamp
Hall.

worked diligently during their
breaks making necklaces, sewing
their own costumes and running
through the game plan one more
time.
Today all their hard work will

pay off.
If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

A gag order has been placed on a rape case
involving two University students.
Andrew Zeid, a sophomore pre-business major,
was indicted by a grand jury on rape charges.
Jason Bauwin, a junior computer science major,
was indicted for tampering with evidence.
Wood County Judge Charles Kurfess said he
placed the gag order on the case because the actual arraignment and trial will be handled by Judge
Reeve Kelsey. Kelsey was out of town when the
gag order was handed down last Friday.
According to Kurfess, both defense and prosecuting attorneys were concerned that the Bowling
Green Police Department was about to release
arrest information on the case.
"Based on the fact that both sides wanted a gag
order, I placed a temporary one on the case," Kurfess said.
The gag order precludes anyone involved in the
case from speaking about the matter to the press or
the public.
As per the order, defense attorney Michael Hennenberg had no comment. Zeid also declined to
comment on the case.
The charges stem from a party on Oct. 16.
According to police reports, the victim said she met
Zeid at a party on that date, and they exchanged
phone numbers. The victim then went to a party
the following night at Zeid's house on South College Street.
The victim said while at the party she became
intoxicated after drinking 10 beers. In the report,
the victim said she woke up the next morning with
Zeid next to her and discovered she was only
wearing a bra. In addition, she said there was a
video camera next to the bed.
She went to the Wood County Hospital after discovering a dry white substance on her clothing. A
rape kit was then performed at the hospital.
Bauwin, a resident of Rodgers Hall, is accused
of tampering with evidence. When a videotape
was recovered, possibly relevant footage had been
taped over and no evidence of the incident was
found on it.
The gag order is temporary, and interested parties may choose to petition to remove the gag
order, Kurfess said.

Chapman chief to speak at graduation

Ecclesiastes

Look for stories,
horoscopes, weather,
crossword puzzles and
more on the updated
BG News website.

By WENDY SUTO and
MIKE WENDLING
The BG News

MONEY

■ The hockey team
takes on Western
Michigan tonight at 7
p.m. in the ice arena.

Volume 85- No. 68

By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
They didn't have a lot of
money. They had plenty of motivation though.
In a small room in the Center
for Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives, a half dozen students

Kwanzaa, an African-American cultural celebration and feast
will take place today at 5:30 p.m.
in 101B Olscamp Hall. The celebration will feature a program
filled with traditional African
dances, dramatic interpretations,
poetry and song.
"We have been working on

Kwanzaa since August," said
Eryn Whitfield, freshman early
education major. "We didn't have
money, but with donations, we
made it work."
Kwanzaa is the only nationally celebrated African-American
holiday in the United States. It is
a time for families to come
together to give thanks, to celebrate the history and customs of
African Americans, and a time to
enjoy the blessing of living.
"Kwanzaa is a big thing now,"
• See KWANZAA, page five.

Photo Provided
Members of the Dance Troupe perform recently.
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LETTER
There was an article in the Dec. 3 issue of The BG News about the lack
of diversity in our faculty. The article said that we need to have a more
diverse faculty. 1 disagree.
We don't need a diverse faculty at all. If we had one type of teacher,
just one, everyone should be happy. The only type of teachers that we
need is competent ones.
There seems to be some great concern that there are not enough faculty members thai are minorities. One of the people quoted in the article
seems to equate minorities with offering students a more culturally
diverse experience.
There's one place where I want a diverse experience. That would be in
a course that it is relevant to. I would want a female teacher for a women's
studies course I might want an African-American instructor for a course
that cover African-American literature. A course on ethnic studies just
might not be taught as well by a white, middle-class man.
Then again, it might.
Thus we have another problem. Who's to say that an African-American or a Latino professor is more culturally-diverse than a CauaiMon?
How do we know that the "minority" professors haven't been raised in a
middle-class, sheltered life while the Caucasian teacher was bom and
raised in New York's inner city?
The real point is that we don't need cultural, ethnic, gender or any
other kind of diversity in our professors. What we need is quality people
instructing us. If i'm in a Shakespeare class, I don't care where the teacher
was born, where his parents are from. I care that he knows a lot about
Shakespeare and that he knows how to teach the subject. Can anyone
please tell me what the color of someone's skin has to do with their ability to teach about a given subject?
Anyone who says that replacing "majority" teachers with "minority"
or "culturally-diverse" teachers is a plausible solution is as much a racist
as any KKK member.
We have a real drought at the University. We're missing two key components of a good learning environment: informed, skilled teachers and
quality students.
I've sat through too many classes with boring, ill-informed teachers
with less critical thinking skills than a first-grader and classmates who
only open their mouths to say "I don't know." I've been in too many of
those classes for someone to suggest that the problem with our University is that only 16.3 percent of our full-time faculty are minorities.

Heart of editor is with The News
1 made it.
More than 150 issues and
thousands of hours of worry
later, my term as editor-in-chief
of The BG News is over, come
Tuesday.
I am extremely proud of both
this publication and the people
behind making it happen.
Through the many months spent
planning and executing how to
make this publication realize its
full potential, I have realized two
things: You cannot do anything
right without having your whole
heart in it, and patience truly
pays off.
Hmm ...
I am sure as the months and
years grow on, my memories of
the place I have called home for
four years will grow even fonder.
Regardless to what outsiders
may say about it, I stand behind
our paper each day and am
proud of what our team has
accomplished.
Never before has The News
ever attempted to have an alllocal front page. This semester
we set the goal and did it.
Never before has The News
attempted to write about touchy
subjects the way we have this
semester. Now we have.
I'm not trying to convey a perfect image of our paper and what
we do. We make mistakes - that
is why we are a student newspaper. We're here to learn.
I've learned so much about
both myself and newspapers
during my time here. In fact, I
think I have become a BG News

junkie.
1 left's why:
1. As clear as yesterday, I
remember walking into the
newsroom for the very first time
and watching in awe as editors
and reporters ran around trying
to nail a story. I felt the excitement and an awesome energy. I
was so nervous I would live up
to their expectations.
2. My first story was published on page 4 of The News
mid-Septe/nber, 1995. My roommate (and now copy chief for
The News) clipped my story and
taped it to our Prout Hall door.
One day my RA stopped me in
the hall and said, "I read through
that whole story and I didn't see
your name in it anywhere."
I just smiled.

3.Entering one of my classes, I
heard the professor ranting
about how horrible and unprofessional The BG News was. He
might as well have stuck a knife
through my heart and twisted it.

Ouch.
4.Walking into a room full of

my closest friends at an informal
gathering, I realized they all
worked for The News.
5.While walking back from
class to the newsroom, I realized
I probably knew as many administrators as I did students.
6.1 covered the Faculty Senate
and the administration for a couple of years and didn't even
mind it that much.
7.While eating lunch at
Founders on Nov. 19, 1997, Scott
Brown (a former BG News editor) proposed to me. Yeah, it
happened in Founders (although
there was a more formal proposal later), but it was perfect for us.
Just like he is for me.
So I admit it.
I'm a BG News junkie - and I
will be for life. I know I'm not
the only one. The group of editors and staff working in 210
West Hall is, in my opinion, by
far producing the best product 1
have seen in the past several
years.
Until this semester, I have
always considered it a miracle
that The News comes out every
day (and some days it has been
close) among a group of overachieving editors with a full
class load, another part-time job
and other organizations while
still trying to have a social life.
It is not a miracle. It is the professionalism and dedication of
Sarah, Brandi, Mike, Kim, Tod,
John, Natalie, Tara, Suggs (Go!),
Melissa. Ana and the rest of the
up-and-coming staff of The

DU THE EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT OF THE

BG

annemil@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

What was your best/worst Christmas present ever?

Make it your
opinion page!
Get your voice
heard!

C

Dark Warnock has been editorit! thief of The News for the past two
semesters. She wishes to thank Bob
Bortel and the rest of the Student
Publications staff for all of their
help. Comments for Darla can be
sent to dawarno@bgnet.

NEWS IS SOLICITING THOSE WITH AN ARTISTI

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Tracy Choma
Senior
Nutrition
"Probably underwear
and socks."

Goodbye BG News.
1 miss you already.

INCLINATION AND A MESSAGE TO THE WORLD TO SUBMIT THEIR IDEAS AND PUBLISHABLE WORK. BLACK AND WH
INK RENDERINGS WORK BEST. IF INTERESTED, CONTACT NATALIE MILLER, OPINION EDITOR, AT fflJt&iM OR

John Haynik
University student

Pamela Mason
Freshman
Piano Performance
"A thigh master — because I
think my parents were trying
to tell me something."

News. 1 could not have made it
without any one member of the
team.
Thank you. One thousand
times over, thank you.
To Mike and the rest of the
staff returning for another ride
next semester, good luck. May
the computers be gracious to
you, the printer decide to work
on deadline and everyone actually do their job. Work hard and
don't gel bogged down in the
past. The one thing I have
always dreamed of for the paper
is for it and the staff to realize its
full potential. I truly hope you
take the challenges to their full
potential. A tip to remember: The
printer dance works every lime
I don't know what is going to
happen Tuesday when I clear out
my desk (which may take me
until next semester), turn out the
lights and turn in my keys. I
have known nothing other than
working here during each
semester of my time at the University.
But I know that is has taught
me much more than I expected
to learn.

Kevin Monahan
Freshman
Construction Management
"A large tobacco pipe."

The BG News . Tvrp|
welcomes any
Will

CALL

E-MAIL

letters.'-1--! iimns

_a

Hollie Walter
Senior
English
'Hungry-Hungry Hippos —
when I was young I played it
with my sisters."

E-mailed

and
i iged. E-mail

Nick Desalvo
Freshman
Undecided
"My dog, Sam."

Copyright © 1998, The BG
News, Bowling Green.
Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without the permission of The BG News Is
strictly prohibited. The BG
News is an Independent
publication founded in
1920 and Is published
dally during the academic
year and weekly during
the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in
columns and letters to the
editor are not necessarily
those of the student body,
faculty, University administration or The BG News.
Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Fall 1998
BG News staff. The BG
News encourages its readers to notify the paper of
any errors in stories or
photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the
Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.
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Have a problem? Need some advice on what you should do? Write a letter or e-mail THE NEWS at
bonews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

about?

Dear BG News,

I plan to graduate this semester
but will have an incomplete in
one of my fall semester classes.
When is the deadline to complete the requirements for the
course and still graduate this
term?
Grad-to-be, Clough
Dear Grad,
All incompletes, grade changes
and transfer work must be submitted
to the Office of
Registration and Records by Jan.
22 in order to graduate this
semester. If you don't meet the
deadline, you will need to reapply for graduation in spring.
Dear BG News:
Whenever I go to clubs where
the music is really loud I get a
ringing in my ears but it usually
goes
away
by
morning.
Recently I went to a club and
my ears are still ringing. Is this
a problem I should be worried

Lendit Mtantar, Prout
Dear Lendie:
The ringing in your ear could be
tinnitus, which is often associated with hearing loss. It causes a
ringing, buzzing or other noise
heard in the ear in the absence of
any outside noises that can be
annoying, irritating, bothersome,
and/or infuriating to the person
affected. Tinnitus can also be a
symptom of other hearing and
ear disorders. Listening to loud
music at concerts and clubs, or at
home with headphones, can lead
to temporary or permanent loss
of hearing. See your health care
provider since you've noticed a
change.
Dear BG News:
I am an avid nose-picker. Is this
bad for my nose?
Nose-picker, Thurstin

Dear Nose-picker,
Thanks for sharing. Because the
nose, mouth, throat and sinuses
are fertile territory for the development of infections, your picking finger can act like the Space
Shuttle, delivering bacteria from
a door knob or public telephone,
let's say, directly into your body.
(Of course, this route of transit
works in the reverse direction,
too.) Cuts in the nasal passage
are another hazard that can
result from your fingernails,
whether they're well-clipped or
not. So STOP now! Another good
reason to stop is that the oil from
your fingers could cause more
pimples around you nose. As
always, safer nose-picking is best
done with a tissue. But if you
must pick without protection:
wash up, go easy, and keep it to
yourself.
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•For the answers, look on
the web: www.bgnewe.com

All rights roterved

25 San Antonio
player
26 Lite of Riley
28 Evaluating
29 Second Greek
letter
31 Did the crawl
32 Polish waterway
33 Coral colony
34 Cots and cradles
36 Ski lift
41 Bond portrayer
42 ln_
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43 Noisy insect
44 Moral lapse
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1 Hightailed it
2 Get an earful
3 Called to answer
charges
4 Tumable fastener
5 Use elbow
grease
6 Sixty
7 Gets up for
8 Severn tributary
9 Farm enclosures
10 Manufacture
cola
11 Render
harmless
12 Brief role
13 Housemaid's
joints
21 Canad. province
24 -Bom Freelioness
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51 Withholding
approval
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Steak cut
Watered, as the
lawn
Ruhr Valley city
Shows the way
Entree
Sorority letter
Nickname lor
granny
Wildebeests

PAGBTHRBBis
intended as an
irreverent look at
The University.
We at The BO

Sews y>nsider it
an offbeat page
where we try to
offer something
for everybody.
Opinions
expressed herein
are solely those of
our staff. Have a
nice day.

BGSU has a 64.6 percent graduation rate within six years of
initial enrollment.
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Upcoming
Events

"Upcoming Events'" is m service to our reader* borrowed daily vie the University web
pa(e. The calendar ot events on the web page has a more complete listing of events and
can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu."

Friday, 12rll/98
Last day of classes for fall
semester (8 a.m.)
Classrooms
campus-wide.
Exams start next week.
Artists Across the Country
and Around the City (10 a.m.
- 4 p.m.)
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center. Show opened
Nov. 21 and continues through
Dec. 11. Tues-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.;
Sun. 2-5 p.m. Free.
Digital Tools and Output
Media (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery,

Fine
Dec.
Feb.
Sun.

Arts Center. Show opened
5 and continues through
5. Tues-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.;
2-5 p.m. Free.

National Student Exchange
Information Session (2:30
p.m.)
State Room. Student Union.
Want to travel and get BGSU credit? Find out how you can attend
one of over 140 colleges In the U.S.
without
paying
out-of-state
tultionl For more Information, contact Laura Hutchlnson. NSE
Intern, located in 310 Student Services Building. 419/372-2501.
Stress Reduction through
Humor (3 p.m.)

107 Hanna Hall. Looking for a
way to let the tension of the
week drift away? Come to Stress
Relief Through Humor at the
Women's Center ... no aerobics
required, no complicated routines to learn, no special equipment required ... just BYOF
(Bring Your own Funny)- cartoons, jokes, video clips, stories.
Remember - A laugh a day keeps
the stress down to a minimum
Men's Basketball vs. Grambling (8 p.m.)
Assembly Hall. Bowling
Green battles Grambling in the
second semifinal game of the

Indiana Classic in Bloomington,
Ind. Indiana plays Boise State in
the first game of the tournament.
Secret of the Star: A Show
for Christmas (8 p.m.)
Planetarium. $1 donation suggested.
Public Skating (8 - 10 p.m.)
Ice Arena. Adults $3, students
$2. Call 419/372-2264 for more
information.
Celebrate the HoUdays (8:30
p.m.)
Severance Hall, 11001 Euclid
Avenue, Cleveland. The Cleveland alumni chapter invites you

to join fellow BGSU alumni for
an enjoyable evening with the
Cleveland Orchestra. For more
details, contact Bill Stambaugh at
216/221-0880.
Women's Hockey (10:30
p.m.)
Yost Ice Arena, Ann Arbor.
The BGSU Women's Hockey
Club takes on the University of
Michigan.
Board of Trustees meeting
(TEA)
Main campus. Committee sessions are held on the afternoon
or morning preceding the regularly scheduled meeting.

Student Ceramic Organization Christmas Sale (TBA)
Room 1218, Fine Arts Ceramic
Stadio. Need Christmas gifts?
The Student Ceramic Organization is selling pottery to benefit
the ceramics studio. For more
information, contact johnz®
bgnet.

Saturday, 12/12/98
Women's Hockey (9:45 p.m.)
Ice
Arena.
The
BGSU
Women's Hockey Club takes on
COGWHA from Columbus in
their last home game of the term.
Admission is free.

TV GUIDE SECTION (SEE PG. 12 FOR SAT. & SUN. LISTINGS)
FRIDAY DECEMBER 11,1998
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News!

CBS New,

Wheel-Fortune

Jeopardy! X

Frosty-Snowmn |Frosty Returns

Figure Sitting; Snowdan on Ice

Kathie Lee: Christmas Every Day

NewsX

New. I

ABC Wld News

Ent Tonight

Hollywood So,

Two ol a Kind « Boy Mia. World

SabrWwVh

20/20 X

NewsX

Nightlin* I

Newel

NBC News

Grace Under

Fraaierl

Dateana (m Stereo) X

Homicide: Life on Ins Street I

Homicide: Life on the Street X

NewsX

Tonight Show

Waah.Week

Greet Performances "Cats (In Stereo) X
Monty Python

Charlie Rose I

Slmpaona X

Jerry Springer

QE0: Science IV BuaineteRpt
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m
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Editors

Mclaughlin

©

Home Improve.

Seinfeld"
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melons x

CABLE

Mad About Ten

ISimpeon, X

imv Jai

jWaaSLWeek

9 Steps to Financial Freedom tin Stereo) X
aVtawtone "Slayer- (In Slereo) I

|BrotW.Kpr

Performances

IGung Hoi Succeeding In a Changing World X

|ase"enrsurii "Human Essence" X

jNewiX

|Nawindk)X

tstsMsblim
IFriends X

Late Show a:

CoHeciible Knives

INUL Hockey Edmonton oserj u Dance Red Wngs From me Joe Lous Scorn Anna.

INewi

Frienda X

IFmsier I

STATIONS

AMC

Movie: ,s'i TVest PonrSrory"(I960, Mu«aJ) Vrgrii Msyo.

Movie:eeVj "Apr*Love'(1967 Musical)PalBoone.Shirley Jones

COM

Saturday Night Live Dolly Partcn.

Otlsidee

Comedy Showcase

Movie: »• 'Three Am^s'" (1966. COTedy) Chevy Chase. Steve Maitsi. Upright Citizen |1 Night Stand

New Horn

Gimme She** F« (A)

WM Discovery Alaska's Whales

D:,cov,ry News Storm Warning' On Juptter (R)

MC
ENC

|fl,-tMJne(RJ

jSwkl'e Money

Movie: *»» "rVfkjit Ksfeg the Great Crisis c* Europe?- (1978. Comedy) Movie: ••> TrajrYrrar* Trees" (1981. Cram*) Nek N0J0. X

ESPN [4 00) (Sort President's Cup - Second Round. From MetMume. Australia (liwl

ISporteeenter

Heisman Prev.

fAM

"Sana and w Three Bears 11970] Movie- •• 'Babes « rcyWvT(1996. Fantasy) Drew Banymore

HB0

(5 15) Movie:-Denno me Menace" nude the NFL (R) (In Stereo) X

HIST

Cities el War (R) (Pan 3 ot 4)

MTV

Countdown

Cut "Semirnals" Celebrity Death | New, (In Stereo) Fashionably Loud Miami (R)

Leal Word

Sport, Neves

Drag Racing: NHRA Wrtslon Finals Boting F«/it Tree Mashaniucket. Corm lUve)

*on«ter>

Sci-FI Enlefl.

Sighting, iH) X liter Trek "Mark of Gideon" BE

sc
son
TLC

Home Again (R) Home Again (R) II Houra An emergency room (R)

TNT Dl-A Miracle Happen, Here" X
TOON- Batman Series jBeeoefulce

IMovis <■ "Ta' Story"(i960,Comedy) JaneFonda

Justice File* "Where are They""

Movie: «• 1 'Someone to IValdi Over **»"|I987) Tom Berenger.

INFL'a Greatest Game Chaigers and Dotplans battle.

MoirW:"C*lr»ii*/y*r^n-(1996.Comed(iTrnMalheson X

Movie: e'i Double Tssm'i 1997, Adventure) 'R'X

20th Century Detectives of Death* Project Underworld: Hilary

IRmbsrWENN

1 Movie: "The r>r*jir( 1996) Ccirbri Bern-en R X

SportecenterX
700 Club ire-man competftion.
Shock Video 6: Turn-On TV (R) X

Movie: s**'1! 'To Met and 8ac*"(i 965, Biography) Auaw Murphy, Susan Kohnet.

Battle Line

Fashionably Loudest Artist, of All Time (fl) (In Slereo)

Loveiine

|F0X Sports News

Cut (In Stereo)
FOX Sports New,

Movie: Desoftngeis (19681 Twn Toronto r^racrjirjgrsts are rival* tor the same woman

Egypt', Lost City

Raman the Grew (R)

Ten Plague* of Egypt (R)

IStarTrekX

1 Egypt's Lost CHy (R)

EH "Somelr-ng New" (In Stereo) X Movle:>, "WlttMs-(i9e6.Comed< ) Gotta Hewn James Keach.

Men.: ** "VVsBMis- (1986. Comedy) Gddie Hewn. James Keach.

Sceoby Ooo

TeiAvery

IDexter's Lab

Johnny Bravo

|Cowa Chicken

US*

fercules: Legendary Jmya.

Kane: Warrior Princess (m Stereo) Wafter, Teiaa Ranger (In Stereo)

VH1

Vinyl Justice |F>< [Pop-Up Video

lefore They Were Rock Stars iR)

Powerputl Girls [Tumbteweed

IToonHead*

Movie: ••• "TheGodfather. Pjrf i/r(i990. Drama) Al Pacmo X

.agenda "Steve Ray Vaughan* (R) legend, "U2" (h Stereo)

ILegende "The Doors" (In Slereo)

Space Ghoat

jrWa-oid!

Movie: "The USMI Susptas'I
Legends "U2" (R) (In Slew)
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Eye on Presidential impeachment nears
news

compiled from staff and wire reports

lUNIONI

ABC's union troubles affecting political
coverage

The Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Some Democratic politicians are refusing to
cross picket lines at ABC, hampering the network's ability to cover
the impeachment story at one ot its most critical points.
At the urging of union members locked out of their jobs at ABC since
Nov. 3, Democratic members of the House Judiciary Committee have
recently refused to appear for interviews on ABC shows like "Nightline," "Good Morning America" and "This Week."
Former White House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta, Sen. Edward
Kennedy and House Minority Leader Dick Gephardt also turned
down ABC invitations, the National Association of Broadcast
Employees and Technicians said.
An ABC News spokeswoman conceded that interviews have been
lost. But Eileen Murphy said that Democrats talk to ABC off the air
and that the situation has not prevented the network from keeping
viewers informed.
"It makes it a little more difficult when you can't get them on the air
live, but not that much more difficult," she said. "We don't think our
reporting has been compromised at all."
■ ARMYHBflBiBBBBBHBaBBBBBaMBBi

The army charges retired major general in
sex scandal
WASHINGTON JAP) — The Army has charged retired Maj. Gen.
David Hale with 17 violations of the military code of justice stemming from a sex scandal that took place while he served as a commander in Turkey.
Hale retired after serving only four months as the Army's deputy
inspector general in the Pentagon.
The charges accuse Hale of making false statements to Army officials
and investigators, conducting improper relationships with the wives
of several subordinate officers and obstruction of justice.
According to a statement issued by the Army, Lt. Gen. G.A. Crocker
of Fort Lewis, Wash., who is overseeing the Hale case, has moved to
begin an Article 32 investigation. That is the military equivalent of a
grand jury proceeding.
The officer in charge of the investigation "will conduct a hearing,
consider all the evidence presented, and make a recommendation"
\o Crocker whether to proceed with the case, the Army statement
said.

I BOOZE I

Inmates sickened by bad booze behind
bars
NORTH BRUNSWICK, N.J. (AP) — Thirty inmates became violently ill after drinking an illicit brew that had been made with rotten fruit.
The Middlesex County jail inmates had combined apples and
oranges with bread so that the yeast would ferment the mixture into
alcohol.
But when they drank it, it was nothing more than foul-smelling
fruit juice with chunks of moldy bread, and they came down with
diarrhi'.i
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DELTA TAU DELTA would like to
congratulate our newly elected
executive officers for 1999.

PRESIDENT

CHRIS SCARCELLA

VICE PRESIDENT-INTERNAL

BRIAN CALMER

VICE PRESIDENT-EXTERNAL

BRENT FICKES

VICE PRESIDENT

or RUSH

or ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

GREG BATTISTI
JOE CARAHER

SERGEANT OF ARMS

ERIK GARUTZ
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BOB VILCHECK

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY

Auociated Prei* Photo
House Judiciary Committee Chairman Rep. Henry Hyde, R-lll., right goes over the articles of
impeachment, which were released during the committee's Impeachment hearing on Wednesday. Republican counsel, Thomas Mooney is at left.
sel Kenneth Starr and other
major figures in the drama into
the committee room.
A few hours later, Schippers
did likewise. At one point, he
queued up a videotaped segment that showed Clinton saying, "I don't recall" whether he
and Ms. Lewinsky were ever
alone together in the White
House.
In fact, the two had multiple
sexual encounters in the area
around the Oval Office over a
period of several months.
The 37 members of the Judiciary Committee, 21 Republicans
and 16 Democrats, listened
intently to the two legal presentations. Their turn came next,
under a schedule that called for
formal debate on articles of
impeachment to begin later in
the day.
Committee votes are set for
Friday, possibly spilling over

VI V

TONY CERCONE

RECORDING SECRETARY

VI \

WASHINGTON —In somber
silence, the House Judiciary
Committee weighed final arguments Thursday over alleged
"high crimes and misdemeanors" by President Clinton.
Speaker Newt Gingrich notified
the full House to prepare for a
historic impeachment vote next
week.
Republican counsel David
Schippers said Clinton's perjury,
obstruction of justice and abuse
of power left lawmakers with the
"sorrowful duty" of seeking his
removal from office.
Democratic lawyer Abbe
Lowell countered: "Listen to the
American people, who are asking you to find a truly bipartisan
way to avoid the course you are
about to undertake."
Bui by all accounts, Republicans were ready to approve at
least imc article of impeachment.
At
the
White
House,
spokesman Joe Lockhart insisted
the GOP charges "fall well short
of impeachment," but the president's Democratic defenders
expressed increasing concern
about the vote on the House
floor next week.
Several official sources, speaking on condition of anonymity,
said Democrats laboring to gain
support for censure from pivotal
GOP moderate lawmakers were
ready to demand a financial payment from Clinton as well as his
signature on a written condemnation of his conduct.
Each lawyer relied on late
20th century technology to argue
a case that arises from the 18th
century constitutional remedy of
impeachment.
Lowell made liberal use of
snippets of videotape and audio
tape to bring Clinton, Ms. Monica Lewinsky, Independent Coun-

KEVIN KOCKA

TREASURER

DIRECTOR

J The solemn
committee considers
final arguments on
impeachment.

Theta Chi
Fraternity
would like to thank
Pisanello's Pizza
for their support of
The BADD Driver
Program

iuirjg the Fall
Semestei

VI V

VILLAGE GREEK
APARTMENTS
TWnkFunx
Job Fair

until Saturday.
Hyde has
pledged to give Democrats a
vote on censure at the end of the
proceedings, but in the committee, at least, that proposal is
doomed to failure.
Gingrich's "Dear Colleague"
letter to fellow lawmakers did
not use the word "impeachment." Instead, it noted that the
Judiciary Committee was on the
verge of wrapping up work on
"this matter," and lawmakers
should prepare for a debate on
the House floor beginning next
Thursday.
It will mark the first time
since 1868 that the House has
ruled on a presidential impeachment. President Andrew Johnson was impeached, then survived a Senate trial by a one-vote
margin.
More than a century later,
Richard Nixon resigned before
the House could vote on articles

of impeachment approved by
the Judiciary Committee on a
bipartisan vote.
This time, the committee is
riven along partisan lines, and
Clinton is fighting, not resigning.
It was the first time Gingrich
had intruded into the impeachment
proceedings
since
announcing he would leave
office at year's end. In his brief
letter, he did not address any of
the controversies surrounding
the issue, including the Democratic demand for a vote on censure in the full House.
Rep. Bob Livingston, R-La..
who takes over as speaker in January, sidestepped the issue in
comments to reporters, saying
he didn't want to "prejudge."
"I have every intention of
bringing the product of the Judiciary Committee to the floor,
making sure we get to vote on
it," he said.
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•» W * * Good tuck on final Exan
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You can win
this loaded Nissan 300ZX Twin Turbo
AND make a difference by participating
in the 1999 BGSU Senior Challenge!

Tuesday, 12/29/98
Wednesday, 12/30/98
11:00am -4:00pm

Think Summer Job

9{gw Liosing

Free Food and Beverages!
Interviews will be held on-site!

1 or 2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
•May and August 1999

think SeaWorld!
Harbor Theatre
Sea World Cleveland
1100 Sea World Drive
Aurora
Follow the signs at the park entrance
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V.

'.

»

lor 2 bedroom summer only
limited available

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

i

The challenge is open to Freshmen - Senior, Faculty,
Staff, and Alumni. On Dec. 9th, 10th, and 11th at the
front of the library. Seniors get 2 for the price of 1!
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Ruling party declares Baath office off-limits
U The party leadership said
if U.N. teams came back,
they would be denied
entrance.
The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq — In a dramatic
and direct challenge to UN. weapons
inspectors, an official of Iraq's ruling
Baath Party declared Thursday that
U.N. teams would be barred from a
party office they tried to inspect a day
earlier.
II they return, "they won't enter,"

Latif Nsayyif Jassim, a member of the
party's leadership, told a news conference on the steps of the two-story, stucco building in Baghdad.
The U.N. inspectors, who are carrying out an intensive week of searches in
Baghdad and elsewhere, insist they
have the right under U.N. resolutions to
examine any site without conditions.
A team of 12 inspectors was turned
back Wednesday from the regional
office of the party — one of four in the
capital. The team was asked for a written declaration of what they sought,
said the Iraqi News Agency. They
refused and left the premises, it said.
In Washington, Clinton administra-

prise and its battle group.
The chief U.N. weapons inspector,
Richard Butler, condemned Iraq's latest
defiance, and a British Foreign Office
spokesman called the problem over the
inspections "a serious concern "
"Iraq has undertaken to provide full
cooperation. Its response so f.ir is not, in
our view, consistent with lull cooperation," the spokesman said on customary
condition ol anonymity.
The office in dispute is in a slightly
unkempt building behind black gates in
the Adhamiya neighborhood near the
Tigris River. Its windows .ire barred
with iron grates \o signs are outside,
but there is a part\ emblem above the

tion officials said Thursday that Iraq's
latest rejection of U.N. weapons inspectors "doesn't bode well" and that Iraq
should not test American resolve. The
United Slates has threatened to attack
Iraq to force compliance.
Defense Secretary William Cohen
said Iraq's refusal to allow inspectors
access to Baath Party offices creates a
"very serious situation" that could
prompt a military attack without warning.
He indicated that a military strike
does not appear imminent, however.
Some 23,900 U.S. troops are in the Persian Gulf region, plus thousands more
aboard the aircraft carrier USS Enter-

door and a large portrait ol Iraqi President Saddam Hussein near the main
entrance.
lassim, wearing a black beret and
olive drab uniform, insisted Thursday
that tin- office was private property and
it was his decision whether anyone
could enter He said thepart\ dealt with
political matters — and not the weapons
ot mass destruction U.N. inspectors arc
seeking.
"Mv base is protected, and no one can
enter except a party member or an Iraqi
national," said Jassim, a former information minister who is the Baath Parts
chief in Baghdad.

KWANZAAContinued from page one.
said Sheila Brown, director of
Kwanzaa. "It is relatively new,
but still a lot of people do not
know about it."
Brown is hoping to shed more
light on the occasion. She said
Kwanzaa celebrates seven principles, including unity, self
determination, collective work
and responsibility, cooperative
economics, purpose, creativity
and faith. Kwanzaa is celebrated
Dec. 26 tojan.l.
Kwanzaa is also a way of life,
Brown said. It is a week for
African American reflection and
a time to relate to the past and
look toward the future, she said.
Whitfield said when a student
enters the celebration they will
be greeted by students in tradi-

tional African- dress. She also
said they will hear a low rumbling of drums and see art and
pictures of African culture.
"This is not just a black
thing," she said. "You will be in
awe. You will be like 'wow.'"
Brown said this will be the
University's second annual celebration of Kwanzaa, but this celebration will be a "little bit spicier."
"Last year people were standing up and sitting on the floor,"
she said. "The respond was overwhelming. That is why we
brought it back."
Brown said each of the seven
Kwanzaa principles will be presented by dance, song or reading. She said normally the seven
principles would be celebrated
each day of the seven-day Kwan-

zaa celebration, yet all the principles will be celebrated tonight.
Brown said the feast will feature "soul food," including fried
chicken, cornbread, sweet potato
pie, yams and macaroni. She said
African-American cooking contains a lot of starch.
"We put food together in a
certain way," she said. 'The University Dining Services is going
to help us make it as authentic as
possible."
The Africana Dance Troupe
will also make its debut during
the celebration. Brown said this
dance group has been a vision
for several years and she is glad
that it is coming to fruition.
Kisha Jones, dance troupe
member, said dancing for her is
symbolic.
"It is different, it is not like

hip-hop," she said. "It means
more to me because it is part of
my heritage."
She said the dance symbolizes
the struggle African Americans
went through as a race. She said
African dancing involves stomping and hand movements. She
said she does not dance to the
music, but she "rides the music."
Whitfield is also dancing. She
said the music and dancing tells
a story, and the dancing allows
her to express herself.
"It is soothing," she said.
"Once I hear the drum beat, I get
in a certain mind set."
Brown said it is important to
celebrate Kwanzaa because of
the number of minorities at the
University.
"We need to bring programs
that African Americans can

thought the students would
enjoy having him at the commencement," she said.
She also said that when Klein
started the CLC he was taking on
a whole new thing. He had to
learn about administration, hiring teachers and a number of
things that were foreign to him in
order to run the program. To her,
it was very inspirational and she

believes that students can learn a
lot from Klein.
"They just have to remember
that there will always be new
things to learn and new challenges ahead," Dobb said.
Klein's message is simple.
"Even though we live in a
very cynical world, it's still possible to have heroes," he said.
' Klein also said that he once

gave a talk at a junior high school

KLEIN
Continued from page one.
a talk like this has to come to
grips with his or her own story
and speak from the heart, and
that's what I'll be doing," Klein
said.
Dobb said that Klein is someone that students will enjoy hearing.
"He's a great speaker, and I

honors banquet about 15 years
ago, but he has never given a
graduation speech before.
"I

see this

as

an honor

bestowed upon me by both my

relate to," Brown said. "Our goal
is to retain and make them feel at
home."
Brown said when African
Americans come to Bowling
Green it can often be a cultural
shock and students may have
problems adjusting.
"Students need to feel a part
of something or else they won't
want to stay," she said. "Unless
they get involved, they will
leave."
She also said Kwanzaa will
help students build community
and understand one another better.
"What better way to build
community than to bring everyone together at an event like
this?" Harris said.
Jones added that Kwanzaa
will give the University more

awareness of the African-American culture and historical aspect.
She said she wants to break
down African-American stereotypes.
Whitfield agreed. She said
many University students have
the misconception that all
African Americans play basket
ball and are on scholarship. She
said this program will let people
see her true self. She said the
Kwanzaa celebration will allow
the University to experience
African-American culture.
"A lot of people hear about
African-American culture, but
you don't understand it until
you witness it," she said.

Don't put off
studying for
Finals!

peers and my supervisors," he
said.

Christmas Cash
dock buy back has begun at

fee Gee Book Store!
* We pay top prices for used textbooks
* We also pay top wholesale prices for
current editions of books no longer
used on campus

Conviently located in front of Harshman

HOURS:
M-F 9am - 5:30pm; Sat. 9am - 5pm
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POLICE BLOTTER
Today's city police blotter includes items from Tuesday and
Wednesday.
On S. College and Clough St., Danny D. Kline
was cited for no seal bell, Tuesdaj
On Ada and S. Main Si.. Thomas ( si. lulian, ol
Oregon, was cited for speed) Tuesdaj
A woman, in the WK) block ol Sixth Si. reported
receiving harassing phone calls from her exboyfriend, Tuesday.
In the 300 block ol \. Main St., a man reported
receiving death threats over the phono, Tuesday,

•

A woman, in the 100 block ol Ada St., reported
vandalism to a vacant residence liie-d.n
In the 400 block ol E. Wooster Si , several people
were involved in a credit card fraud, Tuesday.

Friday, December 11, 1998

POLICY for the police blotter: The News will run, without exception, all
citations Issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from resllents or students concerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any
ed then of $711 from a coffee can, ruead

On Fain ien Ave and W. Poe Kd., Amy L. Floriv\ k was cited for speed, Tuesday.
A man, in the 300 block ol W Poe Rd., repotted
a man drove .i semi-truck through Ins property,
Tuesday.
In the 1400 block ol Kensington Bl., a man
reported theft of .i < hristmas wreath and several
white! hristmas lights Tuesdaj
On li. Poe Rd. and the railroad tracks, Ryan I'
Gurney, ol Tiffin, and Aletha B, Maphis, ol Lima,
were cited for failure to maintain assured clear distance, Tuesdaj
In the "XH) block ol ( olony In, ,i woman report-

IJ

()n Main ille .mil Eighth St., Antoinette N. Jackson, ol Toledo, was t iled lor speed and no seal belt
operator, Wednesday.

On L. Court Si. and Thurslin Avc., William S
Hodge III was cited for having expired regisjra
(ion, Tuesday.

()n N. Maple and ( onneaul SI , Sheila T. Brown,
ol Oklahoma, was cited lor no seat belt operator,
VVednesci.n

A couple were advised the park was closed,
( arter Park Dr., Tuesdaj
In the 900 block ol S. Main St., ( hnstopher D.
Shope was cited for going through a red light,
Wednesday.

On Mam ille and Fourth St., Christine C Roysler was cited lor speed, Wednesday.
In the 40(1 blink ol S. Main St., Roscoe I. Cron
was eiled lor no seal belt, Wednesday.

On I Wooster. St. and 1-75, Anlhonj \1 Laird of
Marion, was cited for speed, Wednesday.
On ( onneaul and Meeker si, Anna M. I low
was cited for speed, Wednesdaj

On S ( ollege and Ihird St.. Irene Shusler was
i iled for speed and no seal hell operator, Wednesday

Palestine to stop violence, promote peace
J Palestine leaders voted clauses of
the PLO carter null and void.
The Associated Press
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip — The Palestinian leadership on Thursday scrapped constitutional clauses rejecting Israel's existence and said it would try
to stem violence that has jeopardized the peace —
moves that may smooth President Clinton's visit to
the region.
A group of senior Palestinians led by Yasser
Arafat voted overwhelmingly to declare clauses ol
the PLO charter calling for Israel's destruction null
and void, a key condition ot the Clinton-brokered
Wye River agreement two months ago.
Jibril Rajoub, the Palestinian security chief, said
the Palestinian Authority would take steps to curtail riots sparked bv Israel's refusal to release prisoners jailed on anti-Israel charges.
Selim Zanoun, who announced the decision In
the Palestine Central Council to nullify the offending passages, said the larger Palestine National
Council will not vote again on the matter w hen il
meets Monday.
Israel insists the full council formally vote to
void the passages and has said that if there is no
vote on Monday, it will not implement the next
troop withdrawal scheduled under the Wye Agree-

ment
The Monday meeting will be only to listen to
President Clinton's speech and President Arafat .
There will be no vole," said Zanoun, chairman ol

While
House spokesman
David
Leav)
described lhal as "an important and welcomed
siep toward implementing the W\e accords."
Immediately after the PN< session, 5 percent ol

the PNC.

the West Bank is lobe transferred from Israeli con

Clinton is arriving Saturdaj nighl lor a threeday visii meant to celebrate Wye, but thai has
turned into an elforl lo salvage it
David Bar-Ulan, a senior adviser lo Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, praised Thursday s
vote, luil warned lh.il Israel hasn't dropped ils
demand (or a PN( vote on Mond.n
"Weexpect ihai they will
vote in an unequivocal mailer," Har-lllan said, il Israel is lo continue

irol to joint jurisdiction.
Netanyahu, who has frozen the pullb.uk over
whal he claimed were s\ stetnatk Palestinian c lolahons ol the peace accord, said Thursday he has
ordered the Israeli army lo deal with Palestinian
riots with a firm hand."
Stone-throwing protests have swepl through the
Wesl Bank in recent days, and thousands ol Palestinians marched Thursday in the funeral procession ol a 17-year-old stone mason, |ihad had, who
was killed In Israeli army gunfire a day earlier.
Netanyahu says (he Palestinian leadership is
responsible fot the riots, an accusation Ihe Pali's
tinians have denied — although Rajoub, the seen
lit) chief, a< knowledged thai the < linton administration also had pressured the authority lo lake

to implement the Wye agreement
The Palestinians have said thai the meeting
Monday will "affirm" the annulment ol the offensive passages hut have not said exact!) whal thai
means. Arafat said the procedure was ,m internal
Palestinian matter: "It's nol Iheir business "
li is unlikel) ( linton would side with Israel in
such a dispute because il would mean thai the
mam purpose ol his visit, lo usher in the next stage
of the Wye agreement, has failed.
Zanoun said Thursday's vole In lJs Palestine
Central Council members (-resent was Ml for, seven
against and seven abstaining. Twenty-nine members were absent for the vote, which reaffirmed a
letter that Arafat had sent < linton declaring the
articles null and void

AMERICA READS - BG

he will nol release killers or members of militant
Islamic groups
Top Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat said
Thursday that Ihe Palestinians had accepted a
compromise worked oul by Clinton's envoy to the
region All three sides would go through the list of
security prisoners one bv one.
"The success of (( Union's) trip is connected
with stability and quiet," Erekal said. "But for stabilitj you nrt\\ a coin incing equation, to solve the
issue ol Ihe prisoners "
I >anny \a\ eh, another Netanyahu adviser, said
the Palestinians must explicitly agree that killers
and militants will not be released
"Il Ihe Palestinians accept this principle, that
Israel is ihe one lo determine Ihe categories ... I
believe we can move ahead," Naveh said.
Israeli hard-liners, including Cabinet ministers,

control oi the streets

have said C linton s visit is conferring statehood

"The Americans want the situation lo calm
down," he said "It's in their interest with President Clinton's V isil lo the area."
I le said lhal he was taking steps "tocalm Ihe sit
nation."
The riots erupted alter Israel released iis first
bah h ol prisoners, as agreed under Wye — and
most were common criminals Netanyahu has said

status on the Palestinian areas.
On Thursday signs reading "Clinton go home"
were strung along the Tel Aviv-Jerusalem highway
and on walls in lerusalem. Posters showing a
photo montage of Clinton wearing a checkered
headdress, a symbol of Palestinian nationalism,
were plastered on some walls.
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Now Hiring for Spring Semester!
Tutors are needed to help teach children how to read.
Flexible scheduling - you choose your hours.
Hiring ends January 18,1999
Must be Federal Work Study eligible.
Come in to the office to sign up. We're located in office #531 in the
Education building. Phone: 372-2331

INTERNET ADDRESS http://www.icpt.com
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Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

Women open
MAC season
□ Bowling Green faces
Western Michigan in
the MAC opener for
both teams.
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
The schedule so far has
included two Big Ten teams, a
PAC Ten school and nationally
ranked George Washington.
At the same time, the
women's basketball team has
adjusted to the new system of
coach Deanne Knoblauch.
Bowling Green has traveled
thousands of miles and played in
one tournament on each coast.
After all that, it is time to
begin the season.
The Falcons (4-4) face Western
Michigan (6-1) at Anderson
Arena Sunday at 2 p.m.
The Broncos bring pre-season
All-Mid American Conference
guard Shelsea Erving and her 21
point per game average to town
along with a six game win streak.
"I think we've been tested,"
Knoblauch said. "1 think the
hard pre-seasorj has prepared us
for the MAC, and I have always
thought that the league play was
the real games."
Sunday will be the Falcons'
second straight game against an
opponent riding a six game
streak. BG was unable to end

Falcons
travel to
Hoosier
country

Women's
Basketball

J The men's
basketball team goes
to Bloomington, Ind.
to take part in the
Indiana Classic.

WMU
Sunday • 2 pm.
Anderson Arena
Bowling Green

By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News

BG: 4-4 overall
W. Michigan: 6-1 overall
• BG looks to halt WMU's streak.
Michigan's streak on Wednesday.
"They are off to one of the best
starts
in
their
history,"
Knoblauch said of WMU. "Erving is an athletic, tall guard. She
will be a tough matchup for us.
They are only about six or seven
deep, so we are hoping to get
them tired and maybe that will
be the difference in the game.
The Broncos also rely heavily
on the inside presence of 6-1
senior forward Star Harris. She.is
averaging 13 points and 10
rebounds per game this season.
The Falcons counter with
senior center Jacki Raterman and
the recent scoring punch of
junior forward Sherry Kahle.
Raterman scored a seasonhigh 25 points against Michigan
and Kahle has been hot of late.
Since being shut out in a loss
to George Washington November 27, Kahle has averaged 16.5
points per game in the four con-

BG Newi Photo/MATT DANN

The Falcon women's basketball team awaits a rebound in a game played earlier this year
against Youngtown State. The Falcons will take on Western Michigan Sunday at Anderson
Arena. The Broncos have won six games in a row.
tests since.
Freshman
guard
Franny
Miller said the team has picked
up the offense now and has to
work on eliminating errors.
"We know what's going on,"
she said. "Now it is just a matter
of executing and making fewer

mental mistakes."
Knoblauch agreed that the
mental mistakes are what is hurting the offense.
"There are still times when we
are out of sync," she said. "I
think they are getting better.
We've got stretches where we are

playing really well, but then we
have lapses."
Sunday the Falcons will have
to prove they can minimize the
mistakes that killed two important offensive runs against the
Wolverines.

Dan Dakich is going home on
Friday.
The Bowling Green men's
basketball coach will be taking
the. Falcons to Bloomington,
Ind. for the Indiana Classic.
The Falcons will be facing
Grambling (5-6, 4-4 Southwestern Athletic Conference) at 7
p.m. GSU has two scorers in
Chris Thomas and Kenny
Haynes.
Thomas is averaging 17
points per game and is hitting
over .600 percent of his shots.
Haynes has been scoring 15
points per game for GSU.
GSU has had troubles turning the ball over; they average
24.8 turnovers per game (last in
the SWAC).
The second round of the tournament will put the Falcons
against either Indiana or Boise
State.
The Hoosiers are 8-2 this
year, while Boise State is 5-1,
overall.
With the two games in twr>
• See FALCONS, page eight:

Gymnastics hopes to improve with freshmen
□ The Falcon
gymnasts get a first
look at their team
today.
BY KEVIN GUTEKUNST
The BG News
The 1990's have not been kind
to the gymnastics program at
BGSU.
The Falcons are looking to
drastically improve on last season's efforts when they finished
last in the Mid-American Conference championships.

The women's gymnastics
squad will be led by team captain and defending MAC champion in the vault, senior Jackie
Haft as well as junior Sarah Grealis, who will be participating in
the uneven bars, floor exercises
and the beam. Senior Christina
Treiber, who specializes in beam
and uneven bars, also returns.
This weekend, the team has its
first look at where they stand
and what they can feasibly
accomplish as the season progresses. The 20 team members
will be vying for 14 spots on the
traveling squad.
To say that the gymnasts are

dedicated to their sport would
be a serious understatement.
They have been preparing for the
upcoming season since before
the start of school in August.
In early fall, the team began
to implement small-scale conditioning and flexibility skills to
help get them back into the
swing of things.
Starting in October, the team
concentrated on general skills,
and by November, each gymnast
began to work on their individual routines.
The team is relatively young.
"The 1990's have been a
drought for gymnastics here,"

"Hopefully we wUl experience some
newfound success this year. We have
several freshmen on the team this year,
and.I expect them to make big
contributions."
Dan. Connelly
BGSU Gymnastics Coach

coach Dan Connelly said.
"Hopefully we will experience
some newfound success this
year. We have several freshmen
on the team this year, and I
expect them to make big contri-

butions."
Connelly is expecting great
things from freshman Marny
Oestreng, who is an international gymnast from Norway.
Oestreng was a three-time all-

around champ in Norway.
In addition to Oestreng, fresh*
man Wendy Untch is expecting
to make her mark as well. Untch,
a Columbus native, is considered
by Connelly to be one of the top
freshman gymnasts in the conference.
"I expect to see great improvement as the season progresses,"
Connelly said.
"With our big three upperclassmen and our strong freshmen newcomers, I look for the
team to get progressively better;"

I

leers focus on Western

□ The Falcons hope to
tame the Broncos in a
single game on
Saturday.
By DIANA EDELMAN
The BG News

BO Newi Photo/DIANA EDELMAN

BG's Ryan Murphy tries to keep control of the puck between two Michigan defenders In the
Michigan game last weekend. The Falcons prepare to play Western Michigan tonight at the Ice
arena.

Grit.
That is how coach Buddy
Powers describes tomorrow's
game against Western Michigan
(1-7-6).
The Falcons, coming off of a
home loss to Michigan, conclude
the first half of their season
tomorrow.
The Broncos, who are 0-5-5 in
the last ten games, are coming off
of a tie to second place Ferris
State. Last weekend Lake Superior stomped on WM, 6-0 before
WMU could tie up the FSU game
the next night.
WMU' has two possible
goalies who may dress for the
game — senior Matt Bames and

freshman Jeff Reynaert, who was
in the net for the tie.
With exams and break hovering around the corner, it is a concern that the minds of the players may not be entirely focused
on the game.
"A lot of time your concentration level is a little bit off," Powers said. "That is the thing we
have to make sure (of), that during the week we keep the guys
focused."
Despite the one win for
WMU, it is only a few points
behind in the standings, making
the game more of a gritty, grind
it out game. Powers stresses it is
important to have the lead in the
game so WMU will open up.
"The longer it stays close, the
harder it is going to be for us," he
said. "Then they are going to
play their game, which is grind
and check."
While it is not vital to close the
first half of the season with a
win, it would be a positive for

.\

Hockey

WMU
Tomorrow • 7
p.m.
BGSl/lcc Arena
Bowling Green

BG:
W.Michigan: 1-7-6 overall

t \e team.
If BG wins tomorrow, that
would put the team at .500.
"I would love to go into the
break at .500 as opposed to being
a couple games under .500,"
Powers said. "In my mind, this is
a game where we are playing at
home and we should win this
hockey game."
The puck drops at 7 p.m. at
the Ice Arena tomorrow.
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■NCAA I
Wildcat pleads innocent
Former Northwestern University football player Christopher
Gamble pleaded innocent Thursday to two counts of perjury in a
sports betting scandal at the
school.

STANDINGS

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX-Extrnded Ihe eontract of manager Jerry Manuel through the
2000 season
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Named Brian Graham tnnrld coach and Clarence Jones outfield
coach.
KANSAS CITY ROYALS-Agreed to terms
wtth SS Rey Sanches on a one-year contract.
Acquired 3B Joe Randa from the New York Mets
for OF Juan LeBron
SEATTLE MARINERS-Agreed to terms
wtth C Tom Lampkln on a two-year contract
TEXAS RANGERS-Deslgnated RHP Dan
Smith for assignment
National League
HOUSTON ASTROS-Agreed to terms with
RHP Shane Reynolds on a three-year contract
extension through 2002
FOOTBALL

lie Garner on injured reserve Signed FB Mike
Reed from Ihe practice squad
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
BUFFALO SABRES—Recalled C Domenlc
Pints from loan to Rochester of the AHL.
CHICAGO BLACKIIAWKS—Recalled W
Jean-Pierre Dumont bom loan to Portland of
the AHL
FLORIDA PANTHERS—Sent C Steve Washburn on a conditioning assignment lo New
Haven of the AHL
NASHVILLE PREDATORS-Agreed lo a
one-year contract extension with C Darren
TurcoMe
NEW JERSEY DEVILS—Loaned D Ken Sutton to Albany of Ihe AHL. Recalled D Colin
White from Albany
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Returned G
Jean-Sebastian Aubm to Kansas City of the
IHL
TAMPA BAY UGHTNING—Acquired D Drew
Bannislci Irom Anaheim lor a 2000 fifth round*
draft pick

Gamble, 26, of Marietta, Ga.,
was among four players charged
last week with lying to federal
grand juries about their relationship with student bookie Brian
Ballarini.

Couch unsure of pros

Gamble is accused of lying
about bets he placed on Northwestern's 1994 game against
Ohio State.
■CORRECTION MMM
The hockey player pictured in
Thursday's BG News was incorrectly identified as Hugo
Boisvert. It was actually Ben
Simon.

The NFL has turned down a
request by Kentucky to give junior
quarterback Tim Couch more time
to decide whether he wants to turn
pro. according to coach Hal
Mumme.
Mumme said the school asked
for the extension of the Jan. 8
deadline for underclassmen to
declare for the draft because of
uncertainty surrounding the
coaching staff of the expansion

National Football League
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES-Placed RB Char-

The Associated Press

NrLGUnc*
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
w
East
9
NY Jcta
Miami
9
New England
8
Buffalo
8
Indianapolis
2

L
4
4
5
5
II

T
0
0
0
0
0

Pet.
692
692
BIS
615
154

Central
Jacksonvlllr
Tninrssct
Pittsburgh
BaltinxnT
Cincinnati

10
7
7
5
2

3
6
6
8
II

0
0
0
0
0

769

Wrst
y-Denver
Oakland
Seattle
Kansas City
San DV-go

1.1
7
6
5
5

0
6
7
8
8

0
0
0
0
0

1 000
538
462
M
:W5

L
5
7
8

T
0
0
0
0
0

Pet
615
462

NATIONAL CONFKKKNCE
East
W
Dallas
8
Arizona
6
NY Giants
5
Washington
4
Philadelphia
3

Cleveland Browns, who hold the
top pick.
Because of NFL tampering
rules, the Browns cannot name a
coaching staff until after the Jan.
31 Super Bowl.
The NFL refused, which I think
is pretty sad. to put our kid in this
position." Mumme told the Lexington Herald-Leader.
"He's still going to have to make
a decision and play by the rules
they dictate. ..."

'<

10

DM
XIH
385
154

:w5
.108
231

Ccnlnil
y Minnesota
Orren llav
Tampa Bay
Detroit
Chicago

12
H
6
5
3

1
5
7
8
10

0
0
0
0
0

923
615
.462
385
231

Wrst
x-Allanta
x-San Francisco
New Orleans
Si. Louis
Carolina

11
10
6
3
2

2
3
7
10
11

0
0
0
0
0

.846
769
462
231
.154

x clinched playoff berth
y clinched dM«lon title

College Football Bowl Picture
Saturday Ucf 19
Las Vegas Howl
At Us Vegas
San Diego State 17-41 vs North Carolina 16 51. 6 p.m IESPN2I

—

Wednesday Dec 23
Motor City Bowl
At Ponllac. Mich
Magshall II III vs Louisville 1741. 8 p.m. IESPN2I

^—
Friday

U" 25
Blue (.i.iy ( ktHM
At Montgomery. Ala
Blue vs Gray. Noon IABCI
Aloha Howl
At Honolulu
Colorado 17-41 vs Oregon 18-31. 3:30 p.m IABCI
Oahu Caml
At Honolulu
Air Forcelll-ll vs Washington 16 51 8 30 p m IESPN1
Saturday. Dec 26
Ik-mage Bowl
At Atlanta
HethuneCookman 18 21 vs Southern U. 18-31. 12 30 pm INBCI
Insight com Bowl
At Tucson. Anz
Missouri 17 41 vs. West Virginia 18 31 8pm (ESPNl
Tuesday. Dec. 29
Music City Bowl
Al Nashville. Term
Alabama (7-41 vs Virginia Tech 18 31. 5 p.m. (ESPNl
MICRON PC Bowl
Al Miami
North Carolina Slate 17-41 vs Miami 18 31. 7 30 p.m fTBSI
Alamo Bowl
Al San Antonio
him TUMI II1 II II Purdue (8-41. 8:30 p.m. IESPNI
Wednesday Dec 30
Humanitarian Bowl
At Boise. Idaho
Idaho 18-31 vs Southern Miss (7 41. 3pm IESPN2I
Holiday Bowl
Al San Diego
Nebraska 19-31 vs Arizona II III. S p m (ESPN)

Chargers spurned by Jones
The Associated Press
SAN DIEGO — Going from
the NFL lo a college team hardly
follows the logical coaching progression. Then again. June
Jones Isn't like other coaches.
Jones was promoted two
months ago by the San Diego
Chargers as interim head coach
Job to turn around the poor-performing team. On Thursday, he
was hired as head coach of the
Hawaii Rainbows, one of the
worst teams in Division l-A.
"Unless you've lived in
Hawaii, unless you know the
people there. It's different than
anything else. It's just a passion
that I've had and that's what I
wanted to do." Jones said at a
news conference after the Chargers' practice Thursday.
Jones, 45. played quarterback at Hawaii in 1974 and
began his coaching career there
Associated Press Photo as quarterbacks coach in 1983.
Jones was quarterbacks
Atlanta Falcons head coach June Jones watches from the sidelines as coach for San Diego until Kevin
the Falcons play the Arizona Cardinals on August 23,1996.
Gilbride was fired at midscason.

and general manager Bobby
Beathard asked him to take the
helm.
He felt so sure that the Chargers would remove the interim tag
at the end of the season that he
intended to walk into Tuesday's
interview with Hawaii and tell
them he wouldn't take the job.
He quickly changed his mind
and accepted an offer Wednesday.
He replaces Fred vonAppen.
who was fired after the Rainbows
went 0-12. The winless season
tied an NCAA record for the
worst single-season mark In
Division l-A and is part of an 18game losing streak, longest in
the nation.
"His reputation for offensive
success in the NFL is exceptional." said Hawaii athletic director
Hugh Yoshlda. "He Is very
respected in the football community and is well known for the
exciting style that his teams display ."
Despite Hawaii's woes, and
the fact the Rainbows were

among the schools left behind
when eight Western Athletic
Conference teams defected.
Jones said he's excited about
getting a chance to rebuild the
program.
"I'm jacked up about getting it
turned around." Jones said. "I'm
excited that I'm going to a place
that I wanted to retire to. where I
wanted to live, and I think the
Job for me can be a 20-year job if
I get it going in the next 3-4
years."
It certainly wasn't about
money. Jones reportedly will
make S250.000 a season, far
less than what he'd get as an
NFL head coach. They arc negotiating the length of the contract.
Family life was a consideraUon. too. Jones didn't coach last
year as his wife battled cancer.
She was diagnosed with the disease 10 days after he was fired
by the Atlanta Falcons and he
believes it was related the stress
surrounding his job. During his
three years at Atlanta, he was
known for pulling Jeff George
from a game, then enduring a

Eckersley retires with records, memories

FALCONS

□ After pitching in
more games than
anyone, Dennis
Eckersley retires from
Boston.

Continued from page one.

The Associated Press
BOSTON — For more than two
decades. Dennis Eckersley stood
on the mound like a gunslinger.
with his flowing hair, droopy mus-lache and one of the most talented
arms in baseball.
| After pitching in the most
games in major league history —
1.071 — Eckersley said Thursday
he had thrown his final fastball.
-

His 24 seasons in the majors

were really two careers: 13 years
as a starter and then, after a battle
with alcohol, a move to the bullpen
for 11 years as one of the most
dominating relievers the game has
ever seen.
"It's hard to walk away," he
said, fighting back tears. "It's been
a major part of my life since I was
eight years old."
The Eck piled up awards and
memories: six All-Star appearances, the AL Most Valuable Player and Cy Young awards In 1992.
the AL championship series MVP
In 1988. He pitched a no-hltter for
Cleveland In 1977. sat in the
dugout for the 1978 Yankees-Red
Sox playoff, gave up Kirk Gibson's
famous World Series home run
1988. and closed out games for the

three Bash Brothers pennant winners in Oakland.
"I guess the favorite memories
are some of the magic that happened in Oakland." said Eckersley.
who was born and raised In the
Bay area. "We had some magic
that lasted for about five years,
those were some of the special
times."
Now 44 and third on the career
saves list with 390. he only admitted he had reached the end this
week, after the Red Sox refused to
offer salary arbitration, making
them ineligible to re-sign him until
May 1.
To "be honest with you. somebody had to make the decision for
me because I wouldn't have done
It," Eckersley said. "I would much

rather have left like I've done today
than to leave in the middle of the
season or getting booed out of the
ballpark. I didn't want to taint my
career."
In his last appearance on Sept.
26. Eckersley broke a tie with Hoyt
Wilhelm by pitching in his 1.071st
game. As the Red Sox reliever ran
in from the bullpen — a trademark
of the Eck — fans at Fenway Park
gave him a standing ovation.
Eckersley. who regularly runs
in the offseason to keep in shape,
said the thought of retirement
started creeping Into his mind
after the playoffs.

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
The National Leadership Honor Society
Founded 1914
The members and officers of the Beta Tau Circle of Omicron Delia Kappa
would like lo congratulate our fall 1998 ininales;
Bowllny (ireen Slate tnivenilv
SlUdjull
Campus/Community Serwct
Stacy Swariz

Stop in at SBX to participate in our
:

Market Survey and receive a

Free

Gift

or a 10% Discount Coupon
valid for any single full priced item in our store
through Finals Week

530 East Wooster Street
353.7732

Jessica Beck
Scon Can
Kaihenne Slagle
Susan Von Deylcn
Scholarship
Julie Hulter
Journalism
Aileen Glowacki
Creative Performing Arts
Stephanie Brewer
Alhleius
Kelly Dredge
Martha Yearsin
Elisabeth rrunt/

Ficullv/Adn
Faculrv
Ms Bonnie Lee Fink, Lecturer.
Department of English
Administration
Dr. Charles J. Cranny. Dean.
College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Charles Middlelon. Provost and
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Staff
Dr. Loma Gonsalves-Pinlo.
Director of Diversity Initiatives
Alumnus
Mr. Larry Miles
Community
Ms Julie Broadwell
Ms. Fayetla M Paulsen

We would also like lo show our appreciation for Ihe 1998-99 officers
Amy Hine, President
Heidi Maslcrs-Siebemler. Vice-Presidenl
Kalhryn Fottlage. Secretary-Treasurer
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days formal, the Classic is an
opportunity for BG to improve.
And Dakich believes these backto-back games are a good warmup to the Mid-American Conference tournament in early March.
"This is a good week for us to
learn about our team," he said.
"(It's important) to test ourselves
and to test how tough we are
mentally, as well as how tough
we are physically."
BG is 4-2 overall and 1-1 in
conference play. The Falcons are
coming off a win over Oakland
Tuesday in Anderson Arena.
But, no team has ever beat the
Hoosiers in the Classic. According to Dakich, as a former player
at Indiana, there is pressure

sideline tirade by the quarterback.
Jones, a one-time NFL quarterback, benched struggling
rookie Ryan Leaf after taking
over for Gilbride three games
Into the season. The Chargers (58) are 3-4 under Jones and now
must begin looking for their
fourth head coach in four seasons.
As Jones spoke to reporters
Thursday. Leaf came off the
practice field and hollered.
"Aloha." and the team's running
backs walked behind Jones
humming. "Aloha Oe."
"I have strong feelings for
these guys." said Jones, who will
coach the Chargers in their final
three games. "They're good

guys."

every year not to lose it.
"We don't lose this classic,"
Dakich said of his former days al
Indiana. "You don't ever, ever
want to be the team thai loses the
Classic. Because you just don't
want to go to practice the next
day."
He spent 16 years of his life in
Bloomington. Four as a player, 12
as an assistant to Bob Knight.
"He doesn't talk about his
Indiana days as much as he did
in the past," junior Falcon Anthony Stacey said. "But, he likes to
tell us stories about Indiana players that did this or that."
Dakich grew up from the 4th
grade rooting for the Hoosiers,
and he sees the trip back as a
means of just being with old
friends.

The Honeybaked
Ham Company
We ore now hiring for temporary help during the
holiday season. Bring in a friend with you who
meets the criteria and get a $25.00 bonus!
We offer the following benefits:
• No experience necessary
• Meals provided

• Discount on Holiday Hams
• Above average starting wage

Please apply in person at the following locations
between 10 a.m. -6 p.m., Monday thru Saturday
5685 Brookpark Road
Parma, Ohio 44129

35101 Euclid Ave
Willoughby. Ohio 44094

21943 Center Ridge
Rocky River, Ohio 44116

5570 Warrensville Center
Maple His. Ohio 44137

5378 Mayficld Road
Lyndurst, Ohio 44124

14136 Pearl Road
Sirongsville, Ohio 44136

3015 West Market Street
Fairlawn, Ohio 44333

1984 Brittain Road
Akron. Ohio 44310

5246 Dressier Rd„ NW
Canton. Ohio 44718

813 Boardean Blvd. Suite 13
Presidential Square
Opening December
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* BGSU's Weekly Entertainment Section *

The year in
entertainment
Now lhal it's December, everyone in the media is beginning lo
evaluate this past year's events.
We'll start seeing magazines
and TV shows proclaiming the
"Best and Worst of 1998" and
"Trends to Watch (or in 1999." In
tact, there's a similar list in this
week's NOW section (see right).
What I (ind interesting is that
these and other sweeping generalizations are based primarily on
the popularity and economic success of the products in question,
not necessarily their artistic merit.
But what's wrong with that,
you ask? Does everything have to
have some sort of lasting significance to be good enough to
watch, listen to, etc.?
I would agree that our massmediated entertainment should be
judged according to its popularity,
since that spells success in the
marketplace. Marilyn Manson's
newest album may not have been
as admired and acclaimed as
Madonna's, but it out-sold most
of its competition. The Waterboy is
a "critically loathed film" (to
quote Entertainment Weekly), but
it's approaching (he $130 million
mark at the box office.
Now, something like The
Waterboy is far more successful
than a film like Tod Solondz's

Happiness. But Happiness will
probably be remembered and discussed for years to come. So
what's the big deal?
Well, the big deal is that critics
and fans seem a little too quick to
announce the "Best of 1998" lists
without really thinking about
what they mean. A list of the most
influential entertainment of 1998,
for example, ought to be much
different than a list of the most
popular. All too often, though,
these two categories are combined
into the "best." What could "best"
possibly mean? Thai's like blaming racism on "society" in general.
I think a good example of a
well-balanced list was the American Film Institute's 100 Gl
Amehctn Morics of the past 100
yean The dims were chosen on
the basis ot "critical recognition,
major award winners, popularity
over time, historical significance
and cultural impact," according to
their press release.
This sort ol criteria is all-inclulive, and ignores neither the elite
critics that want all films to be
moving and artful, nor the people
that |ust want the most for their
buck at the theaters. It's a great
sampling of opinions. It averages
them out and comes up with a
relatively accurate measuring of
the most important, popular, original and influential films.
Imagine if we could do that
with music, drama, literature and
other art forms. "Best of" lists
would stop being about
"favorites" and start taking into
consideration more cultural context
That said, I hope you enjoy the
"Best of 1998' lists in this week's
NOW section They may appear
to be little more than opinion, but
hopefully they're an informed
sampling ol this year's popular
culture artifacts.
Email

/<>/IM

rUrfcrf at u'iohn@bgiiet.
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This week's Sound Parade
features reviews of Seal, The
Simpsons and The Prince of
Egypt soundtracks.

Reviews of new Nintendo 64
titles GT 64 and The Legend
ofZelda, plus Rival Schools
for the Sony PlayStation.
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The Best of 1998
By JOHN WENZEL
The BG News
Now that the dust
has settled from the
blockbusters
and
double-platinum
fl
album contenders of
1998, it's time to evaluate the
fruits of this year's entertainment industry.
On the music front, there were
new and much-hyped releases
from Alanis Morissette, Jewel,
Garth Brooks, Madonna, R.E.M.
and others. There were also the
surprise hits, like Barenaked
Ladies "One Week," and understated projects like Beck's M1//17tions.
The films were even more
interesting.
With
colossal
stinkers like Godzilla, and sleeper
hits like There's Something About
Mary, the film industry was
shaken up and turned around,
not to mention the never-ending

ntank fever.
There were also great, and
not-so-great, contributions to
drama, literature and other arl
forms, but they are too numerous and specific to be listed here.

The Fugees' Lauryn Hill had a
strong showing, both critically
and commercially, with The
Miseducation ol Lauryn Hill.

Best Films of 1998
Anthony Recznik
1. Saving Private Ryan
2. The Opposite of Sex
3. Smoke Signals
4. There's Something About
Mary
5. Your Friends and
Neighbors

1.
2.
3.
4.

The Truman Show
Small Soldiers
Breakdown
Antz

fames Eldred
1. Saving Private Ryan
2. The Truman Show
3. Dark City
4.
There's
Something About
Mary
5. Enemy of
The Stale
• Many writers
also chose to note
their least favorite
films of 1998. Most of
the lists included
Godzilla, Lest in Space
and
the
Patrick
Swayze/Mealloaf action extravaganza Black Dog.

Best Albums of
1998
Robert Szorady
1. Mutation*—Beck
2. Sketches for My Sweetheart
the Drunk—Jeff Buckley
3. Caught In A Trap And I
Can t Back Out Because
I Love You Too Much,
Unity—Mark Eitzel
4. The Miseducation of Lauryn
Hill—Lauryn Hill
+ See 1998, page N-5

Robert Szorady
1. Apt Pupil
2. The Big One
3. Fear And Loathing In Las
Vegas
4. Happiness
5. Out Of Sight
Matthew Paprocki

Photo Provided
Marion Crane (Anne Heche) takes the last shower of her life in
Gus Van Sant's remake of Hitchcock's classic Psycho.

Van Sant's 'Psycho'
a fitting remake
By ANTHONY RECZNIK
The BG News
Someone
once
said, "Imitation is
the highest form of
flattery."
Keeping that in
mind,
Gus
Van
Sant's remake of Hitchcock's
classic suspense film Psycho
suits the expression quite well.
The bickering and constructional criticism over it has been
floating around for months.
Why someone would remake a
classic film like this is irrelevant.
Van Sant can only have
remade it for a few reasons: 1) it
is one of his favorite films. Whv

t

shouldn't he want to remai
2) He wanted to modernize it fdr
the '90s in order to present u
classic story to a new generation
of viewers.
Using the same screenplay,
Van Sant's version is nearly a
shot-for-shot match to the original. There are a few minor discrepancies here and there, like
the random flash of images seen
In victims in their death scenes
(check out Detective Arbogast.'s
goat in the road) as well as others.
Another discrepancy, for
instance, is the masturbation
scene in the modern version,
where Bates sneaks a glimpse of
•► See PSYCHO, page N-5

Local bands rally for hurricane aid
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News
Hurricane Milch
whipped
through
Central America in
late October destroying buildings, roads i
and, ultimately, lives.
Its deadly path had an impact
on over one million people and
its effects will take at least $1 million dollars to repair, said Miguel
Romero, a University of Toledo

fl

Thursday. Dec. 17. For more
information contact Mike Hammer at hammerm®bgnet or Sara
Waggoner at waggonsQbgnet.

32nd Annual
Last chance to
Music Finals at
submit art, poetry Kobacker Hall
Prairie Margins.
the University's
undergraduate literary and art
magazine. Is currently accepting submissions for
fiction, art and poetry. The only
submission guideline is that any
art must be 8.5" x 14 or smaller. The submission deadline Is

The next few weeks may yield
some valuable additions, since
companies are geared-up for the
Christmas season, but by and
large all the albums have been
released, all the movies shown
and
all
the
books read.
And
now
it's time to
tally
the
results.
What follows is a list
of the "Best
of"
and
"Favorites"
of
1998
from the
writers
and
designers of the NOW section.
For the past year, they have been
watching, listening to and read*
ing the newest films, plays,
books, albums and video games.
This is by no means a compre
hensive list, but a sample of
what has passed through our
critically evaluative hands over
the past 12 months.

This Saturday.
Dec. 12. the 32nd
Annual Competitions in Music Performance will be
held at 9 a.m. in
Kobacker Hall. This free event is
the last musical arts event of
the semester (and the year). For
more information call 372-8171

si

student.
In order to help those people
who lost their homes to the hurricane, Bowling Green State University students, with the help of
students from the University of
Toledo and local high schools,
put together a concert held Dec.
5 at the Monclova Community
Center in Monclova Township,
south of Toledo.
All the proceeds went to aid
Central America, said Doug
Kampfer, freshman art major
and coordinator for the concert.

or 1-800-589-8888.

Remington
sculpture to go
public Dec. 18
Frederic Remington's most famous
sculpture, the Wild
West-themed Bronco
Buster, has recently
been acquired by
the Toledo Museum of Art. A
partial gift of friends and family
In memory of Lawrence Bell, the
purchase was also made possible by the Ubbey Endowment.
Gift of Edward Drummond
Llbbey. The sculpture will go on

I

"We started to plan this right
after Halloween when it was still
a hot topic," Kampfer said.
The idea to sponsor a benefit
concert came after one of
Kampfer's friends, Romero,
learned his family was hit by the
hurricane in Central America.
According
lo
Kampfer,
Romero did not even know if his
family was alive or not. Fortunately, his family was fine,
Kampfer said.
Putting together the concert
was a difficult task. A location

and local bands had to be found
along with sponsors.
The location was easy to find
since Kampfer worked al the
Monclova Community Center
for the past two years during
Halloween putting on a haunted
house. Once the location was
found, the transformation took
place to make it look like a
"night club."
"We built a stage from stage
pallets and plywood, then I
added studio lights," Kampfer
said. "There was a lot of manual

labor—we could barely walk
after the concert."
Some of the bands that performed were BluFroWingBaby,
Black Eye, SugarBuzz, Pacemaker Jane and Sindikit.
One supporter of the benefit
was the International Services of
I IOPE from Waterville, OH.
Linda Green, administrative
director of the International Services for HOPE, said it was awesome that Romero would do thai
for his family in Honduras.
+ See BENEFIT, page N-2

display In the American Galleries on Dec. 18 as part of the
It's Friday celebration.

Jackyl breaks
Guinness record
I don't why NOW keeps
printing stuff about
Jackyl. since they're a
horrible band, but I
thought this next bit
was pretty funny.
According to a press
release from the
band. Jackyl has played
100 shows In 50 days, "demolishing" the previous attempt in
the Guinness Book of World
Records.

Their 100th show was
mounted at the end of October
at an outdoor sports complex In
Florida. It was hosted by local
radio Jock "Bubba the Love
Sponge." Also In attendance was
WWF emissary The Undertaker
and famous daredevil Evil
Knievel.
Lead singer Jesse James
Dupree said that hanging out
with Evil Knievel was the "thrill
of my career."
I would bet that's true.

NOW looking for
1999 writers
Since this Is the last NOW
issue of the year, it would prob-

ably be a good planto say. "Hey. you.
come write for us
next semester!"
Basically. If you're
Interested in working
for our wonderful entertainment
section next year, vou should
come by 210 WestHall (The BG
News room) and pick up an
application. Writers can compete for paid positions or Just do
the volunteer writing thing.
I'd also like to thank all the
writers who worked their butts
off for me this year, sticking
their necks out, risking their
lives, saving elderly dogs from
fires, etc. You all deserve some
thanks and recognition, (and if l
could afford It. a drink).

page N-2
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Seal: Human Being
1998-Warner Bros.
Humanity, acceptance, love and peace
within the human family.
Simple, undying themes that many seem
to have forgotten about in today's music
scene. But these ideas are the focus point for
the newest album by British pop sensation
Seal.
Seal first gained popularity when the Batman Forever soundtrack launched him into
the limelight with the hit single, "Kiss From a
Rose.'' Before that, Seal's music was more of
the house music variety, with songs like the
dance club sensation "C r.i/v' off his first
self-titled album, released in 1991.
His sophomore release, also self-titled
was a drastic change from his first offering.
Moving from tech to a more soothing
pop/R&B blend, Seal proved himself as a
talented vocalist as well as a talented musician.
But after a whirlwind of popularity in
1994, Seal seemed to fade from the music
scene, leaving his fans hungry for more.
Until now.
Originally slated for a fall 1997 release.
Seal's latest effort, Human Being, has been a
long time coming. The delay, due in part to a
dispute with producer Trevor Horn, served
as a thorn in the "side of Seal fans. But after
over a vear of anticipation, the album proves
right the adage, "good things come to those
who wail." The wait was long, but Human
Being is good. Very good.
The album, his first not bearing the title
Seal, makes for the perfect mood music. Seal
has moved from the synthetic sounds of his
house music to the much more organic
orchestration and vocals prevalent in his
newer work. Songs drift in and out of each
other without any abrupt shifts or changes in
style. The album's natural rises and falls in
lone and intensity and its uplifting lyrics and
themes make Human Being the ideal background music.
But that is not to say that the songs run
together without recognition. Rather, Seal
and Horn have managed to put together an
album filled with songs that bridge all of
Seal's work (an amazingly large range of
styles) and still flows perfectly from beginning to end. In fact, very few albums are as
well constructed overall as this
one.
The debut single, "Human
Beings," is a seamless combination of Seal's hypnotic vocals over
driving bass and rhythm tracks. The music
excites and soothes simultaneously and
serves as a perfect first track lead in to the
album
From there, the tracks slowly build in
intensity, dipping only for the acoustic
"Princess," and peak with the album's center-point, the beautiful "Lost My Faith."
From there, the songs continue to flow
smoothly into a final reprise of "Human

\n

Sou
Parade
Beings'' that leaves you wanting more.
As always. Seal's ballads are what truly
make the album shine. From the witty,
acoustic "Princess" to the beautiful orchestration and lyrics of "No Easy Way," Seal
manages to recreate and reinvent the soothing tones that he was first noticed for on earlier releases with songs like "Kiss From a
Rose" and "Don't Cry." But this time he does
so with a much greater variety of style and
tone.
Yet even though Seal has created a fresh
sound, some of the tracks sing reminiscent to
Seals older work. The powerful "Lost My
Faith" has very recognizable traces of "Kiss
From a Rose," especially at the end of the
song. Especially noticeable are phrases and
ideas from the 1994 Seal scattered throughout the lyrics of "Colour" and other tracks on
the new album.
Much of this can be attributed to Seal's
complete devotion to the themes that he represents through his work, though, and the
repetition of ideas only serves to strengthen
the consistency within his repertoire.
A far cry from his early techno dance club
days, Seal has once again proven himself as
among the top talent in the music industry
today. His album is both uplifting and soothing and, though it flows so well that it tends
to fade into the background, it is surely an
album that will not go unnoticed.
-Marr S. Sumerak

The finale of the album, sung by everyone, including Otto, is "Hail To Thee, Kamp
Krusty," It's probably the only anthem song
•ver to include a Jimmy Hendrix sample
("Purple Haze"). It's also pretty funny.
Overall, this album is only for die-hard
Simpsons fans, like me. The songs aren't
great, but they certainly are funny It's a great
gift this holiday season for those who love
The Simpsons, but everyone else will probably hate it.
-fames Eldred

By CORY MCCARTNEY
The BG News

The Prince of Egypt:
The Original, Inspirational
and Nashville Soundtracks
1998 - DreamWorks

The Simpsons: The
Yellow Album
1998-Geffen
I am a Simpsons fanatic. I watch it two
hours every day. I know the plots and can
recite entire lines from almost every episode,
and I even own their first album, The Simpsons Sing The Blues.
Their newest, The Yellow Album, is very
similar to their first. It is not like the previous
Songs In the Key Of Springfield, which consisted of bits from the show. This is totally new
material sung by several characters from the
series, including the Simpsons, Otto, Martin,
Krusty and Apu. The album even features
guest vocals from Linda Ronstadt and the
great George Clinton and the P-Funk AllStars.
These two songs are definitely the funniest on the album. Homer's loving duet with
Linda Ronstadt, "Funny How Time Slips
By," is hilarious. Homer singing a lender
love song is so out of character it's perfect.
And Lisa's funk performance with the PFunk All Stars is great. It manages to keep
the spirit of P-Funk, while also incorporating
Lisa. It's definitely the best track ol the
album.
Another great song on the album is
"Twenty-Four Hours A Day" by Apu. It's
hilarious: listen to Apu get funky!
The rest of the album is good, but is weak
when compared to those two great tracks.
The classic feminist song, "Sisters Are Doin'
It For Themselves" is redone by Lisa, and it's
surprisingly pretty good. Bart has two rap
songs, both of which aren't very good.

Do you want to talk about star power?
When it comes to The Prime of Egypt soundtracks, they've definitely got that department covered.
There are three different soundtracks for
the animated movie about the life of Moses:
The Original Soundtrack, The Nashville Soundtrack, and The Inspirational Soundtrack (each
sold separately, batteries not included). The
best of the three is without a doubt The Original Soundtrack, featuring Whitney Houston
and Mariah Carey's hit single "The Prince of
Egypt (When You Believe)," Boyz II Men and
K-Ci and Jojo.
Boyz II Men pick up their A'capella roots,
and put out a song that's a definite hit. K-Ci
and Jo Jo (former members of Jodeci) have
another hit in "Through Heaven's Eyes."
This soundtrack is a sure-fire big seller,
which is what DreamWorks Music was gunning for. The same can be said of the
Nashville and Inspirational album. This concept is pure marketing genius. Each album is
good in its own right, but together they're
phenomenal.
Take the first album (the Original), the
majority of the songs are Disney-esque, and
done to perfection. "Plaving with the Big
Boys" in particular, featuring Steve Martin
and Martin Short, is a great song, and will
probably be a riot in the movie.
The Nashville album is jam-packed with
some ot the biggest names in country music;
Faith Hill, Vince Gill, Randy Travis and Clint
Black. The songs on this album are not the
same ones that appear on the other albums.
They are all different and original, and definitely worth listening to.
The Inspirational album is the hidden gem
of the bunch. When you think of an "inspirational" album, you stay away from it, right?
Wrong this time! This album is good and will
sell many copies, with artists such as Brian
McKnight, Jars of Clay and Kirk Franklin. It
also contains the Boyz II Men song "I Will
Get There."
1 don't urge everyone to go out and buy
all three albums, which is ridiculous, but I
would recommend at least one of them to
everyone. They're great soundtracks, and
this is a marketing scheme that's bound to
work.
-Cory McCartney

1. "A Bugs Life." Disney
2. "Psycho." Universal
3. "Enemy of the State,"
Disney
4. "The Rugrats Movie." '
Paramount
5. "The Waterboy." Disney

%
2. "60 Minutes," CBS
3. "Touched by an Angel."
CBS
4. "NFL Monday Night
Football: NY Giants at
San Francisco." ABC
5. "NYPD Blue." ABC

SINGLES
1. "The CBS Sunday
Movie: The Christinas
Wish." CBS

When
Monte
Sopp.
Paul
Levesque and Brian
James enter a soldout arena, they are
greeted with a barrage of yells, screams and "suck
it's."
To thousands of fans, they arc
The Bad Ass Billy Gunn. HUH
and The Road Dog Jesse James—
members
of
professional
wrestlings' premier bad boys'
"Degeneration X."
Groups
like
DX,
and
wrestling's icon of the moment
Stone Cold Steve Austin, have
made the WWF and the WCW
cable television's hottest programs.
Five years ago when the average Americans were asked what
they thought of the WWF (World
Wrestling Federation) or its
southern counterpart the WCW
(World
Championship
Wrestling), they would have said
it was a "waste of time" or a
joke." But that opinion has taken
an abrupt turn, and so have the
fans of professional wrestling.
"The industry has seen success from a simple change in format," said Mike Harmon, a University freshman.
'It has been fitted to identify
with the emotions of the
viewers."
Even the
roles of the
owners
have
changed. WWF
owner Vince McMahon is the most
hated man in his
world
of

wrestling
(and consequently spoke at
Oxford last week). Meanwhile
WCW president Eric Bichoff has
been trying to play the McMahon role for the past few years.
The two rivals, WWF and
WCW, both appear on different
cable stations (USA Network
and TNT respectfully), and both
run three times a week, (four if a
monthly pay-per-view has been
scheduled). Since April, USA has
outdone TNT in Raw-Nitro viewer ratings. This is due mostly to
the recent drama in the WWF.
Where else, except for the
jerry Springer Show, can you find
a love triangle featuring a former
pom star (Val Venis) a crossdresser (Goldust) and his pregnant estranged wife (Terri Runnels)?
"I will unabashedly use whatever is necessary to entertain our
fans," WWF head Vince McMa-

hon has been quoted as saying.
Although some fans, particularly those with young children,
prefer not to watch the WWF
because of its vulgarity.
WCW president Eric Bichofl
has countered
McMahon's
claims.
"McMahon is doing things
that involve a
tremendous
amount
of
excessive
gratuitous
violence,"
Bichoff has
said in the past.
Matt
Ter- '
hark, a University sophomore, stated
that some of the
spectacle borders
on perversity.
"I think WWF
wrestling is vul- |
gar," he said.
Then there's the I
issue of "real"
wrestling,
or
(Ireco-Roman wrestling, and
whether or not its adherents find
pro-wrestling demeaning to
their sport.
Mike Beals, a Universil)
senior and former high school
wrestler, finds it inappropriate
when the average person associates cable wrestling with "real"
wrestling.
"We're actually wrestling,
they're not," Beals said.
So why has wrestling become
such a phenomenon? Why has it
become more popular than during it is so-called "peak" during
the last half of the '80s?
The answer is as simple as the
mind of the fifteen-year-old
walking around the mall with
his Steve Austin 3:16
shirt:
it's
marketing.
The
tvvn
two
big
wrestling counterparts have both made
giant strides within the last
year to make their marketing
machines even larger. WCW has
brought their "savior" Bill Goldberg (a former professional football player and a Stone Cold
look-a-like) into the national
spotlight making his catchphrase "Who's next?" a recent Tshirt mainstay.
One the other side of the coin,
WWF has taken their big gun,
Stone Cold Steve Austin, and
made his Austin 3:16 phrase an
institution, and made him a fixture in popular culture.
One wonders what could be
next. After Jesse "The Body"
Ventura (his real name is James
Janos) got elected as governor of
Minnesota, Hulk Hogan (Terry
Bollea) wants to run for President of the United States.
Too bad Hogan's core audience is 13 to 15 year-old-boys, or
we might have to change the
name to United Hulkamaniacs
of America.

BENEFIT

SI
FILMS

Pro wrestling
gains viewers,
popularity

1. "I'm Your Angel." R.
Kelly & Celine Dion
2. 'Nobody's Supposed to
Be Here." Deborah Cox

i

Arista. (Gold)
3. "Lately.- Divine.
Pendulum. (Platinum)
4. "Doo Wop (That
Thing)." Lauryn Hill.
Ruffhouse.
5. "From This Moment
on." Shania Twain.
Mercury (Nashville).

ALBUMS
1. "Double Live," Garth
Brooks Capitol (Nashville).

2. "Garage Inc.."
Metallica. Elektra.
3. "These Are Special
Times." Celine Dion
4. "Spirit." Jewel.
Atlantic. (Platinum)
5. "Greatest Hits."
2Pac. Amaru.
Compiled from Exhibitor
Relations Co., Nielsen Media
Research and Billboard Magazine statistics, respectively.

•f Continued from N-1
"It's wonderful that students
responded to us (International
Services of HOPE)," Green said.
There were a total of nine
bands, and each band performed a different style of
music. The music selection for
the evening was varied. Music
ranged from punk to funk-core,
Kampfer said.
The idea of performing at a
benefit concert was not new to
Seth Anderson, a freshman
telecommunications major and
drummer for The Officials. This
is the second concert his band
has performed in to help others.
"He (Kampfer) has been a
good friend, so we thought we
would help him out, and it was

k

a worthy cause," he said "It
makes you feel good because
you actually found some way to
help other people out while
doing something you love."
To add support, local adults
also came to the show, Kampfer
said.
Kampfer enjoys helping others through community service
projects, plus it is fun to participate in events.
"I don't mind not getting
paid, 1 just enjoy he satisfaction
of doing it." Kampfer said.
The $1,560 raised from the
benefit concert will go for medical supplies, food and toys lor
the residents of Central America, Green said.
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New 'Zelda' delivers with graphics, story
By MATTHEW PAPROCKI
The BC News
There are m.inv
famous people associated with video
games.
Gumpei
Yokoi,
the creator ot the
never-say-die Game Hov comes
to mind. (He sadly died in an
accident earlier this year) Alexi
Pajitnov, the creator Ol the maddeningly-addktive puzzle game
retliS is also one. Then we have
Sigeru Miyamoto
This ama/ing man introduced
to the Mario Bros series in Nintendo and ga\e us Donke) Kong
earlv on in gaming hislorv Ol
No\ 24, lcws, \li Miyamoto
gave us whal some never
thought possible the perfect
v ideo game.
Legend ol Zelda Ocarina ol
Time breaks new ground and has
sel a standard that should hold

up lor years to come. Since the
original Zelda back in 1986, people ha\e always wanted more
Miyamoto ga\ e us ever] thing he
had and produced a sequel to the

original on the NES
The Game Boy came around
and he worked his magic again
The SNLS sequel is usuall) considered the best/ but with the
Nintendo ()4, his v ision has final-

ly come true. Zelda M brings a
fantastii 3-1) em ironmenl to life.
Bringing the main character
Link into this world sine reds on
all levels Even with the small
amount ol space he had to work
with due lo the cartridge format,
Miyamoto made some of the
most breathtaking cinematics

e« er seen.
I he camera mows through
trees and fences lust lo make it
look even more dramatic When
\ou tirsl turn on the powei and
hear Link riding up the hill with
the majestic orchestrated soundtrack playing in the back, you
know you're playing something
spenal
The gamepla) itsell is so new
and revolutionary, most of the
features it provides will become
standard /-targeting is a feature
that will he required throughout
the game When in a battle, you
can press the Z-button and lo, k
on" to targets, allowing you lo
move in a complete circle around
them
This eliminates missed sword
swings due to camera views
Auto jump is
a feature that
should now he required m all 3I) games Instead of having a
button to jump with, the game
will do il lor you il you simplv
walk over to an edge There are
times in the game I would like lo
jump myself, bul the) 're lew and

far between.
The inventory and control
system is phenomenal. Three (
buttons can hi' assigned a differenl object in your inventory. This
makes them easv lo use wilhoul

having to go through different
si reens
The A -button docs many differenl things. Whatever il is you
can do al a spccihc time is displaved at the lop of the screen
From pulling blinks lo jumping
oil a ladder, this button does ii
The graphics .\nc\ sound onlv
.Kid lo the experience The
graphics do look siightK outdated, but you'll be enjoying yoursell loo much lo care There are
someverv rcalislu textures that
give thi' fantasy land a photographic look, unlike the previous
games The game has a lime lea
lure that allows day to turn lo
night in an electrifying way. You
i an watch as the sun goes down

01 i omes up
Ihe sound is just as good. The
amazing orchestrated soundtrack has sel new standards lor
the cartridge format. I"he musk
does loop, but il sounds so good.
you d want lo hear il again ,m\vvav.
The sound effects enhance Ihe
game tremendously. There are
options lor surround sound, and
I highlv recommend vou use it il
possible The sound ol Ihe run-

ning water is so
real,
you'll
run
around your room
Irving to find where
it's flooding.
The onlv flaw is
the
annoying
"warning
beep"
when your life level
is low. This has
been in ever) Zelda
game, and il gets
annoying
when
you're walking for
an hour with it
going oft ever) sei

ond. This is a minor
flaw, and definitel)
not enough lo ruin
the experience.
The storyline is
fantastic and emotional. Time trace
allows for vou lo
play as a young and
Photo Provided
old Link, each with
After much delay and speculation, Nintendo has finally released The Legtheir own sel ol

mmi".

The stor) end ot Zelda: Ocarina ot Time for the Nintendo 64 system

unfolds with voice
boxes, bul this standard was sel
by Metal dear Solid with its
voice a, led i incmas. I won't ruin
any of the slorv for anyone, bul it
is by far ihe best I've experienced
in my \2 years as a gamer.
Whal more can I sav ? \li
Miyamoto has given us a heller
experience that any ol the bigbudgel summer movies
Ihe

only reason il does mil gel a per
lei I score is because I know how
Miyamoto is. In a vear or I wo, he
will release something even
more special. I II save mv perfect
s, me for thai.
Zelda is not a game, Il s an
experience No true gamer is
complete without ii. This will
give VOU al least 30 hours ol

unforgettable gameplay. Thank
you Mr. Miyamoto.

Rating: 9.9 out of 10
i orrection: In la-t week's entertainment section, Matthew I'aprocki's WCWINWO Revenge •
ran uihler the Zelda headline I he
NOW section regrets the error.

'Rival Schools' sticks to
the same Capcom formula
By MATTHEW PAPROCKI
The fi(. News
Kii'al Schools lor
Ihe Sonv I'lavMa
lion is good enough
to let Capcom get
awa) with making

vet another one-on-one fighter

Photo Provided
Despite its techno soundtrack and choice of cars, Ocean's underdeveloped GT 64 adds little to
Nintendo 64's large list of racing titles.

game.
There are main extras included that help differentiate it from
one of the other 50 or so fighters
thai ( apcom has made.
When you open up the jewel
case, you'll discover 2 CDs. Capcom has included a special second disc called "Evolution."This
disc includes main extra games
that keep with the theme ol the
game, which is schools fighting
II out lor supremac v
The special games include a
home run derby and volleyball
among others While these don't
exactly help the gameplav in
anyway, il does make it seem
worth buying instead ol a quick
overnight rental.
The graphics are typical of
Capcom. The highly detailed
characters show a lot of Ihe
PlayStation's power. Unfortunately, even though the graphics
are in 3-D, Ihe game is still in 2I) I apcom still refuses to lake

Ihe next step and go lor lull 3-D.
The music also sounds like a
lvpic.il ( apcom came, bul that
isn't a bad thing. It still has ,i
great beat and Ills Ihe mood
The gameplav is where vou
slop to flunk about whether or
not it's reallv thai great The
moves are so easv lo pull oil, il
makes vou wonder il it s loo easy
With a simple press ol the Kl
hullon, I managed to pull oil a
26-hit combo.
There are lour buttons that
allow for vou basic attacks, all
v aiving in strength. A cool
added lealure is the
ability
to
select two
characters
be I ore the
match,
allowing
vou
lo
switch
characters
in between
rounds
if
you choose

pull oil a heavy-hitting combo.
I nfortunately, this is not
innovative and has been done
numerous limes before in other
( apcom hghlers
( apcom is known for their
greal lighting games, but even
Ihe most hardcore fans of the
company have to be gelling tired
ol placing the same game over
and over with a lew different
features added each time.
Bottom line: Rival Schools is
good, bul I've plaved if before.
Back then it was called Street

I ighter 2.

'GT 64' adds to the
ever-growing list of
N64 racing games From the Midwest to
By MATTHEW PAPROCKI
The HC News
The
Nintendo
64's game lineup
was slim in Ihe
beginning Then a
lew racing games
were released to keep people

happy.
Then a tew more were
released, and then a lew mow.
Now the N64 is Hooded with
racing games To make vour
game stand out Irom Ihe mas
sue crowd, viHI need to include
something spei I.I
(>i can has done nothing creative with their latest game. i',l
64. It is average on all levels.
making it one ol Ihe most boring
f>4 rai mg games yet.
Ocean has made sure all Ihe
options are there, but seem to
have forgotten they've all been

done before, .n\e\ bellei The
usual modes ol plav aie there,
like Ihe championship mode and
the pick-up-and-plav arcade
mode
There are main cars lo i house
Irom and even a niceCUStomiza
lion feature. Unfortunately, these
hav e been done so often, it adds
nothing new lo the genre.
Usually, a person can over
look things such as this I don I
mind the usual rehashing il the
gamepla) is good. Unfortunately, there's nothing here either.
I he graphics are high-resolution
hut the frame rate is so bad. ii
makes vou wonder whv the Wi
olution wasn't sacrificed a bit.
The control is so poor, it feels
like track is made ol ue A slight
turn of Ihe analog stock will
send you right into a wall. I
understand Ihe idea of "dralling" your car around a comer,
but it needs to be executed prop-

erlv in order loi il lo work
The

sound

on

i./

64

is

rehashed irom ihe 20 oi so othei
racing games on Ihe \i>4 A typical engine sound with a verv
poor techno-1 ike soundtrack
docsn I help the presentation al
all. Ocean also decided to wash
• ml Ihe sound even more probahl\ lo conserve carl space. The
alreadv pool MHind is hindered
ev en more bv this
Ocean had iis heyda) wav
back in Ihe In-bil davs when
they onlv made licensed games
like (miissic Park, among others
Thev need lo completely rethink
their approach before attempt
mg another game
Bottom Line: Sorrv, Ocean,
hut you have laded again. Rethink vour Strategy and check on
the competition before releasing
a game as mediocre as this

t

to.

Your
partnei • an

also come
in during
the match
and
help

'Dawson's Creek'
The Associated Press
Image:

Holmes

Katie

is

the

raven-haired
It
(iirl who plays a
lombov on the WB
lelev ision series,
I law son s t reek " She is em ied
by thousands Ol her peers for
getting a chance to kiss her
handsome co-star, lames Van
I Vr lieek
Personal Stats Holmes was
born Dec 18. 1978, and grew up
with tour siblings in her home
town of Toledo. Ohio. She graduated from Noire Dame Academy, a Catholic school in her
hometown, and was accepted at
Columbia University (However,
she has decided to delay starting
college.)

Breakthrough: Holmes was a
junior in high school when she
read tor director Ang Lee's The

Ice Storm " She was lured on the
spill
Growing up in the Midwest
and attending parochial school
helped her c ope H lib Ihe sudden

wore

oil.

Ihe

audition

was

rescheduled She got the role of
Potter.
Holmes savs she's pleased

IIM'V

that lasl season ended with a
kiss

"Selfishly, I'm really happy,

change from student lo .u tress

she s,i\s

"I know I grew up verv naive
and sheltered, but I like that,"
Holmes savs I feel sad when I
see kids who have experienced
too much loo young. I'm glad I
could wait this long before I had
to deal with reality."
Holmes' homespun values
even shocked I lawson's ( reek"
producers. She told them she
couldn't fly to Hollywood for an
audition because of a high
school play. When the shock

mg Ihe depressed 'Poor me, I

I'm reallv sick ol plav

want him' role. I think vvc h.ive
lo give the audience what it
wants." Hut, she adds, "I doubt it
will work out."
Although

she

is

sifting

through film oilers. Holmes still
dreams of college. "In five years.
I would like to lie done with col
lege or at least in the process oi
achieving my degree. Succe
about getting an education."

.
i
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TV GUIDE SECTION

(CONT. FROM PG.

SATURDAY DECEMBER 12,1998

I 12:00 1 12:30 I

1:00

1:30

1

2:00

1

2:30

1

3:00

1 3:30

1 4:00

1

4:30

1

5:00

1

Paid Program

1 Figure Skating Ken Lt,t«xi Classic From Daylona Beach, Fla X

Bugae) Tweety

Doug's Quail Man Marathon (In Sle'eol |EI| 3t

Paid Program

Paid Program

Hang Tim* X

inside StuK

Lighter Side

Iron Quick 4

•aximumCov.

ilaximum Cov.

Tennis Smash Hits Cr«cago X

fit

(10 30) Cooks

This Old

Thai OM HOUM

Near Yankee Workshop ■

©
ff)
CD
ffl

Woof' Wool'

Northern Exper

Nature' Jcrin Denvei: Lei This Be a ace (In Slereoi IMerry Christmas, George Bailey (in Slereo! X

Honwt-Wkahp

Th.nHFa.il

Movie: "Saocioe"(195t] Three ghosts leach miserly Scrooge a lesson

[Triathlon: Ironman. From Kaikia Kona. Hawaii X

|Nathalie Dupree Entertains lor the Holidays

| Movie •»• "»>)»» Crmstmas"(l954. MusoflBeig Crosby

"rVutcradcer The Motion Picture"
Natural History Coascbbles

Movie: «.'i XonantheBaiuanan'(1982)ArnoldSchwarzenegger.

|Vlper "Realty Real Reenactment'

1959 Comedy) Frank Snalra

Hovie: ••• yo!ngalHaiir^^^!!ixai]DaaO^!«*S^n

Movie:*.. "F4»nsrdrne Seven Hcocrs"(1964)FrankSaiatra

Dana Carvey: Critics Choict (R)

Movie: • 'Ma/ineouii On sieMove"(i99i.Famasy) William Ragsdale.

Absolutely Fab. | Absolutely Fabulous "Death "(R) [Abaorutely Fab.

Discovery News |Slotm Warning! Mystery Univ.

[Mystery Univ.

[Oitcover Magazine "Bom lo K«"

Helicopter Tech (R!

Movie:*.'! Tno»D3rYi9youn;Men<imerfJaunryjaiop«s,[i969iTc«iyCunis

|Movie: ... -Enter lajghng' (1967 Jose Ferrer

HBO

Movie:... Daw"(1993.Comedy) Kewi Kme Hn Stereo) f>G-i3'X

HIST

Tales olIhe Gun ;R)

MTV

Cul "Sem'ira <

ICul "Finale" 'In Stereo'

sc

Foolball Wkly

, Ultimate Fan L

Movie: •« Tro/anlVar"(l997)Wi Ned* PG-13'

|Weepons al Wai Sue Mufflers" (R) Nuremberg: Tyranny on Trial iR

Litestories

! Air Combat

Ultra Sound ladies' Nght" (In Slereo;

Figure Skaling Grand Slam a International Skating

Sliders Mother and Chad" (R) X
SCIFI ill 00) Movie: Rou.mZ" (19911
TIC Home Again fli Home Again |H) Men-Toolberts |Men-Tool6atts

[Halls ol Fame

Sworn lo Secrecy (R)

Fanatic (R)

Fanatic Ri

Homelime

Hometim*

|Home Again IRi Home Again :R

TumWeweed

Wayneheed

2 Stupid Dogs

USA

Movie: Dead HusOdnoX' (1998. SusrjenseJNcoflette Sheridan X

Movie: "ScandalousMe J7»Jacoue«neSusannSi07''l'998)I

VHI

'11 301 Legends ilegende "Tina Turner" (In Stereo) IFourptay (R)

ArliatolVaar

6:30

1

7:00

1

7:30

1

BROADCAST STATIONS
News'
CBS News
ER "Men Plan. God Laught" X

CD
CB

9)
CD
CD
CD
0D

Newal

ABC Wld News

Entertainment Tonight (In Stereo)

Htwsl

NBC Newt

VPMorter-2

Friend-Cowboy

Miss Parti Page: he Singing Rage (In Stereo) X

|VHt to One iRiil" Stereo)

8:00

1

8:30

1

1

9:30

Awakening. The

RMI

1 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1
NewtX

Pretender "Homelront" (In Slereo)

Profiler "Home lor the Homkade" I Newt X

Helmut Lotti Goes Claasic From Belgium's Cleydael Castle Tenor Hernui Lotli n concert (In Stereo)
Bobby Darin Beyond the Song (In Stereo) X

Copa Teias"X Copa(R)X

{America's Most Wanted

Moesha(R|I

11:30

[Home Improve.

Aspen Comedy Festival II (Rj

South Park ;R;

FBI Files Human Prey" (R)

Wild Discovery: Tiger

Ultimata Guide Horses" (R)

Justice Filet On it* Inside" (R)

Movie: ... 'Muse 8o«"(t989.Drama| Jessica Langs (In Slereo)

[Pops Holiday

Movie: AnA«DogsChnsrmasCaror'(i998i

Movie:.1: Picture Perfect (1997 Comedy) Jennrter Aniston 'PG-13 R|Movie: «'.- 5i*.'c1MC* 11997. Suspense) Dennis Quaid R'X

HIST

History Undercover (R)

Secrets ol World War II (R

im

Real World (R) lln Stereo) I

Road Rules

Road Rules

SC

College Basketball

R. Massimino

Collage Between Kent at Cleveland State (Live)

j Bob-Margaret

Com-Presents [One Night Stand
New Detectives: Forensic Science

Movie: .. "in love and War: 1996. Drama) Sandra Bullock X

Movie:.. 'ToGrarK*Tiolfier'srtouserVeGo"ti992iMary-KateOisen

Soldiers in Greasepaint. The History ol the US 0

[Movie:... TheO'SfmasrV.V" 1988.Drama

|Cut Fnaie" (R) (In Slereoi
' R Massimino

(Celebrity Death
FOX Sports Newt

FOX Spont News

[Movie:..': "£'eT7M>."e"(i985 Science Ficten) Dennis Quart

Mystery Science Theater 3000 (R

Ancient PStfhKtM (R)

Pirates! The lads and lichen that surround piraies :R'

Mob Law-Oscar Goodman

Till

i.S Xl Movie: *.

Movie: •••'. "Farpo"(i996. Comedy-Drama) FrancesMcDormand

Movie:.'i "JoesA.-aTmenr (1996.Comedy! Jer-y OCor-e':

Togi's First Chnatmaa

Acme Hour

(aociMovie:... "The Gootarher. Parr in" 11990. Drama] AlPaono X Movia:.'i "The Hunred"! 1995. Suspensei Christopher Lambert X

The Net Sample (In Stereo) X

La Femme Nikita "Choice" (R) X

VH1

Pop-Up Video

Legends Queen" i,R) lln Stereo)

Behind the Music IMan a" ,R|

SUNDAY DECEMBER 13,1998
12:60 I 12:30
1:00
BROADCAST

Rock-Roll Jeo. [Sock-Roll Jeo

TT3U

I

[Legendt Bruce Sprngsieen" (R)

Size shown above: 2 column x 2" = S20
Size shown below: 1 column x 3" = S15

Roses are Red
Violets are Blue,
My Heart will Always
Belong to you!

"370TT

2-M

2:00

Send a special message for all the
campus to see. Great for birthdays,
anniversaries, or any surprise!

Pitatet! (R)

USA

[Behind the Music "RE M." |R|

-Jana and Megan

Ji

[Coining Horn: The Veteran Experience in America IR)

[Ultra Sound "Ladies' Night" (R) (in Slereo)

Movie:.. 'WWmoYrr»r^OT(IT7iefra/Sacr*c»"(t99J.Horror)

Famous Families

JBormg AlturoGafl n rvaj I1 * "*y Arturo Gatti vs Ivan Robnscn. 5

TLC

[Pop-Up Video

"We love you
guys!"

New Tort Undercover (In Stereo-

Sporttcerrler X

[Ghottt-Scooby |FHnietone.

•v

Sinatra: Off the Record

Movie: ... "Land of the Pharaohs" (1955. Drama) Jack Hawkins

Dana Carvey: Critic's Choice IR,

FAM

[Jetsons

; . Happy 21st
Birthdays!

'Wl"-,r.v,'
Sal Night Live

Showbiz Collection

[Cluelets (fl) S [Legacy "The B.g Fa (In Slereo) I [News X

HBO

'DON Jetsons

Display Personals

X-Files "Mememo Mon (In Stereo) Mad TV Satirical noway sketches

GaUaghar: The Meatiest (R)

"rt?ialS£jwt)GiWrf Grape" 119931 Johnny Depp

contact the BG News Ad
Department at 372-2606
or 204 West Hall.

Outer Limila tt

Keeping Up Appearances Memoirs o" Hyacnh

Showbiz Collection

ENC Movie. . . : Seating Home (1988. Drama) Mark Harmon. (In Stereol
ESPN Timber Series ISporiscenter

SCiFI Mystery Science Theater 30001R

[Behind the Music Madonna" (R) (In Stereol

News r:

[Home Improve. [Home Improve.

Story |R)

Movie:... "The Gooiame' Part lie (1990. Drama) AjHaono X

Cupid "The End ol an Eros X

[Home VTdeoe

CABLE STATIONS
AMC Movie:... "Cleopatra (i%3. Urama) bittabetn layior. Hichard Button. Re» Harrison. An account ol the Egyptian queens tragc love affair

DISC

Jetsons

Jetsons

Fantasy Island "Handymen" X

Miss Parti Page: The Singing Rage (In Stare") X

JCnUc

"°Vnars Eating

Jettons

Martial Law Bad Seed" tin Slereo) Waaurt, Texas Ranger |ln Stereo)

VIP. "My Bloody Valentin" (R)

Sob-Margaret

Bermuda Triangle

How the &rinch Stole Christmas

Home Videos

A oc; Great Pertormancea "Cats"

COM

Jettons

|Slorylellera"SherylCrow"(fl)

9:00

[Cash Explosion National Gao.: Storm-Caffluty

;S 0C; Natural History Colectiblei

IScoobyDoo

Mystery Science Theater 3000 R

Vear Without a Santa Claus X

;5 00) Movie: Nutcracker"

Billy Graham (lr Stereo) X

ScoobyDoo

[Fanatic n

College Basketball

TOON

SATURDAY
6:00 1

[Fanatic |R|

Over There

Movie*** AC "nsimas Story- (1983. Comedy) Peter Btangsley.

Beetleiince

[Timber Serin

Masters ol War Patten's Charge"

Movie: •' i "Santa rV» Musc.es" i1996. Comedy) Hu* Hogan
[Freekazoid!

Road lo Indy

Santa Claus Is Coming to Town

Pnnceot Egypt [Movie:., Rough Maoic"|1995i8ridgelFonda

Smudge |R) I

IRoad Rom •

T^l

[On Jupiter (RI

Welcome to Paradoi (In Stereo) X Movie: *'i "SuCswcies" (199'. Horror) Mental Walson. Laura Tale
Home Savvy (Ri Home Savvy (R

'■^|Tt^|i-~1

|Movie:«* To8eor\c<ror3e''(i983iMelBrGC*s

College Football: NCAA Ovison III Championship ■■ TrnlyM Union vs W.s Eau Ciare-flowan
ESPN College Basketball Wesl Virginia al Vilianova (Live)
FAM :R»»lChoslt-strs|Harveytoon
|HeethckIt
| Mouse-Monster "amp Candy
'Eek'stravag.
Bad Dog
Walter Melon
3 Friends. Jerry [Countdown (R)

TNT

[All My Friends Are CooboyaX

[Great Performances Cais" (R) (In Slereo) I

p

Movie: ..'i -ATraJI»iCwrafl«rt"(l994)VoicesolDomDeLuise

ri045iMovie:

Hometime:Coi

N.".inr.ilHn!or,Co!i«t.bles

Antiques

AMC Movie: • t.' .■ "A How m me HMO
COM Only Show ;R. IDaily SbowlRi
DISC Housesmarl! (R)
ENC

HOUM

-\

Bug> 1 Twaety

STATIONS

ffj

CB

SUn Jonah

Paid Program

60

Toledo Storm

Paid Program

€D
CS

Rooert Wells- Keyboard

m

Fox NFL Sunday (In Stereo)!

CB

Woodwrtght

.

Movie: .* "\attorai Lampoon s Chnstmas vacarJon"(1989. Comedy)
1 Kitchen Qu*

|Prolong Lub.

|Movie: .*. "Goniias c the Misr"('988) Sigoumey Weaver. Based on ihe Me of antr^orjolorasi Dian Fossey

|Supar Bowl Preview
Divine Mission

|Am. Woodshop

Olympic Gold

Market-Market

This OW House In^aM CooUng IBc^ Dann: Beyond the Song (In Slereo) X

Attic Auction

IMovia:.. "in the Una ol Duty Smoke Jumpers" (1996) Adam Baldwin

Week-Business McLaughlin

IMcLaughlin

iMits Patti Page: The Singing Rage (in Stereo) X

NFL Foolball Cncago Bears at Green Bay Peckers From Lambeau Fald (In Stereo Live) X

Happy
Anniversary
Mike!

Peopie s Pnarmacy |
Andre Rieu: The Chrijimas I Love

INFL Footbal: Cowboys at C-.-ots or VKngs at Rayens

Collection Knives

Collectible Knivet

Movie: '."arnc m the SVriesr(199S. Suspense) Kate Jackson

Movie: •• "Poaon /vy" 11985. Comedy) Michael J. FOIL Nancy McKeon

1

If you would like to see
your advertisement
appear here...
/^^

5:30

1 BROADCAST STATIONS
Paid Program
Paid Program
Golf President's Cop -■ Third Round From Meboume. Australia X

O)
(D
ffl

3)

Love Always. Angie

s

Legacy' The Big Fix" (In Slereo] I Love Boat: The Next Wave (R: X
"Lerer-3 Wives'

Movie: ..'i "RevengeofWrVarrJs (1984.CCIT^)RobertCarractne. [Movie:.. "TheCouch Tnp"(i987 Comedy)DanAykroyd

COM ;Movie:.. Hrslwyof»k»l*orlctPartr(1981.Comedy)MelBrcoks.
Strange-True "
DISC Storm Warning! : Discovery rtewe [Into Unknown
ENC
ESPN

Shipwreck - Edmund FiageraM

[Ultimate Guide "Horses" (Ri

jf Movie:..'i "Tt-e Biau Bird"lt975. Comedy) Movie: TromfriaTerra«";i960)Aman'smarriac«aumr«srjunrighrsQoesttorsuccess
US First Competition: Ladder

" CO Sunday NFL Countdown
Camp Candy

Eek'stravag

College Soccer- NCAA Dmsion I Oiampionsha) - Teams TBA

Waller Melon

Bad Dog

HBO

Movie: ... "Crocorjlff Durviefl" i98t^auiHooan

HIST

(13 X) Movie -Against theWair

Play

3 Friends. Jerry

TLC

Home Savvy

I Wrath ol God: Ditastert

|New Edge (RI
IRT

Wrath ol God: Ditaste-s

IWrathotGod DiaaaierT

BRC JADCAST

I

Crash Dettctivet(R)

A Wing and a Prayer (R;

Wear's Saung G«enGrape"(19S3. Drama) Johnny Depp. uKlte Lewis

Legendt "Biu:e Sprvvjsleen

6:30

I

7:00

IRodeo PRCA National Fnals - Championship Round
IJackFrost R;

I

IRI

7:30

Wrath ol God Ditatters

Soldiers in Greasepaint

RoadRuiet

Road Rules

IRoad Rules

IHL Hockey Milwaukee Admirals al Cleveland Lumberjacks

8:00

I

[TWAIOO-ThelnvestigatWnlR)

|Tai-Mama

lYooj-aC'maa

Movie: * ; 'L>)uOWDraocvi"(t994 Adventure) flobet Patrx* X

[Behind the Music John Uellencamp" (R) (In Stereo) Rod Stewart

I

8:30

I

9:00

IRoad Rulet

IIM)

I

9:30

Vioso Collection F

Come to 204 West Hall to
place your ad! Or call
372-6977 for more
information.
ITS BURSARABLE!

»:••'! "EnemyAerie"(1985)
Sky Crimes i R.

Movie "Hisom" 1996. Bograpny) Jrjhnatrion Schaacli (In Stereo, X

Little Troll Prince

IFIintstones Chnatmaa

Movie: .. "Trie Crme"(1995. Suspense) Akcia Sitverstone X

Vegends \S IFQIaT rMnMI

Shooting Spts

Movie: >."i The ArOromedaSira«i"|i97i) Arthur Hill A crashed sateMe re«asesdeadly bacteria

rCatper't C'mas Tia the Season [SmurhV C'mas

itOTIMoyla:^ajitnty-r-rttw

Sl'NDAY
I 6:00

Cool Tech F-.

WebiRi

Homa Savvy (R; Survival in Ihe Sky (R.

Inilw Heat ol the Nlgfit (In Slereo) Mo.ie i.

TOON ScoobyDoo

Movie: ... "£mma"(1996. Comedy, Gwynetn Pattrow (In Stereo) I

Movie:., i "Anpre (1994. D*amai Kerth Carrattne (In Sterec) PG I [Kida Are Punny Movia: te'i "Anastasa" ;!997.1 Voices ol Meg Ryan [You've Got Mall

Dreg Racing: NHRA Winston Fnals Women a Coliege Baekatball: W Men al B. Green St.

SCIFI C-Net Cwtral

IFkshouae: AnorW Ufa SavedTRT

IMovie:.. "ChristmasEveryDay'11996. Comady)RoberlHays X

Most Expensive Videos II The high cos d producing wjeos (In Stereo) Cut "Sem»nals" [Cut-Fmale (R) lln Stereo;
SC

Egypt Uncovered R:

'.'

;■

'

'

Movie:... HaHoween "H978IX
Madonna

BG

-

Yule Toons

'Artut ol Tear

Deadline 2 days prior to
publication by 4:00.

NKWS

I 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30

STATIONS

Uf
Ntwsl

ABC Wld News

Movie- "Murder She Purred A Mrs Murphy Myslery"('99rj)RicliiL«-.e

awrj-S

[Practice "love and Honor" I

Httn 3

Sis.e! 1 Ebert

a)
m

Newt If

NBC Newt

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Movie: Tne Tempesf 0998. Dramal Peter Fonda. John Glover. I

News "

Pensacola-Wing

PaophvPharm

Chnstmea in Vienna (In Slereo)

Feat ol Flames (In Stereo)

Chrittmaa Glory Wrth Kin Te Kansas In Slereo) X

F« ol Flama. (R) (h Slereo)

QD
03
CB
®

Andre Pieu

Michael Crawford In Concert

Burt Bacharach: One Amazing NigM (In Slereo) X

Cnriatmaa Glory With Kiri Te Kanewa l In Slereo) X

Mystsryl "Povot" (R) X

CB

NFL Football Regional Coverage

INFL Postoame

jWortd-Funniest

5 X) CoUectibl. Knivet
Home Improve, j Home Improve

When You Believe

Slrapsons (R) X |That 70t Show |X-Files (in Stereo) I

[X-Files "3" (In Stereo) X

rjamstonaa
IStar Trek: Voyager "Tnirty Days'

Wafcar. Taaaa Ranger (In Stereo)
jemstonet

Star Trek: Daap Space Nine (R) ¥ [New York Undercover - S'er.;-,

STAT ONS
AMC 1 f*:".*"'.... • Muntrro inreerrnres (is^rj oanmo-acraan imrm:tet inernncemuffieanowgei (i»r|Laurencautvier

News «

ISporiallra

Martm ::

|Trantition

CABLE

COM

Movie .. W3t»yc<rr»nVortJr^r(t9B1,Comar>/)MelBroO«s

Disc |u S S. Indianapolia - Ttaoady
ENC

|Spontcantti

J

«evenrjeo(»ierVeroj"(i9M Comedy.RcoenCanadne

Amazing Earth

|Secret O-Day a

Movie:... i xasi*rm»wr/r(i!Hei,wama)j«riiatsi»wan
Daily Show Hvjhlighis ot the year

|0allyShow(Ri

Raging Planet Tidal Wave" (R)

jjualice Files "Cn Ihe kisOe" (R|

|Upright Citizen

"Round Mid-

■ikes t.'e imbCD'abio And ovon though depression is
•arMy trejtabJt onty 1 «n 5 ever seeks treattnsnt Why do so many just drag

rWL P?M!H(HIW

NFL Football New York Jets al Miami DoBhns Pro Pkryar Stadum ,Live) I

Sport tcentar I

iem$elves aktng ot «v*ntuaaYy so*h r**>of through suioda? Frst, them s th« lack

1990. Fantasy)

Movie

FAM

Movie ..'i "fludblpri and Frosty* Chnstmas tfi J-y

HBO
H,5T

Movie •« "fr** Rush In" 11997. Comedy) Matthew Perry PG-IJ"!

Movia: *. "Conspiracy Tneory , 1997) A oa'anc-d cab&ie s rantmgs make him a CIA target IMovie: *.'< AJtfn Resurrection'(1997) R .£

SWdiera-USO

Tales ot me Gun The AK-47'

MTV

Most Expensive

SC
SC R

.AainolRuai

'99/ Drama) wmi FBgers (msiereoil

(Fanatic R.

Soccer Engiisr Premier League - Teams to Be Announcad

UC
IM

5 n Movie: . .

Hoard They Do That?
faonum force"! 1973 Drama) COT Eastwood

I0ON Christmas Story | Santa Forgot

Chnatmaa Pec

(Jetton.

|Sworn to Sacrec,

|Movte:... "CctomBo Uneasy I leslha Crown it 990] Peter Fa* X

History Undercover H

Trauma. Lilt in the ER |R|

True Action Advsntures R

Celebrity Oeam jHatarbcaTViRi MatjMct(R) (In Stereo)
Gom Deep

FOX Sports News

Invasion Earth iR Part 2 ol 311

',vie: fnemyt*ne"(19B5' Invasion Earth (R) (Pad 1 of 3) I
Firestorm R

VHI

The Atom* Bomong o) Japan" (H,

ideoa II Tne high cost of producing videos (In Stereo) FanaHc <R)

NHL Cool Shots Warren Miller

•pnrswin sinhes milton*- indi*cnn>nateiy Depressaon rs simply a suppression

Movie:., i Gardens ol Srone (1987, Drama) James Caan (lr Stereo) Movie: •• "&ieje»;-(t9IO. Drama) Al Pacmo X

i5 55 Movie-., i "rne UosQuOo Coast' C986 Drama) Hanson Ford

ESPN Rodeo: PRCA Nat I. Frurt

Movie:.,

of a socially
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5. Is This Desire?—PJ Harvey
Anthony Recznik
1. Hello Nasty—Beaslie Boys
2. The Miseducation of
Lauryn Hill—Lauryn Hill
3. 7965— Afghan Whigs
4. Version 2.0—Garbage
5. Whitechocolatespacegg—Liz
Phair
lames Eldred
1. Version 2.0—Garbage

John Wenzel
1. In the Aeroplane Over the
Sea—Neutral Milk Hotel
2. Featuring Birds—Quasi
3. Waved Our—Robert
Pollard
4. How It Feels to Be
Something On—Sunny Day
Real Estate
5. XO—Elliott Smith
6. Riddim Warfare—DJ
Spooky
•Much like the film category,
most writers also included their

least favorite/worst music of the
year. In some cases, in fact, the
"worst" list was longer than the
"best" list.
Some of our least favorite,
most-overplayed songs of the
year are as follows.

Worst Mufjc of 1998
1. "My Heart Will Go On,"
Celine Dion
2. "Tom," Natalie Imbruglia
3. "The Way," Fastball
4. "As Long as You Love Me,"
Backstreet Boys
5. 'Truly, Madly, Deeply,"
Savage Garden
6. "Spice Up Your Life," The
Spice Girls
7. "Honey," Mariah Carey
8. "Tearing Up My Heart," 'N
Sync
9. "3 A.M.," Matchbox 20
10. "The Boy is Mine," Brandy
and Monica
•And believe it or not, some
of us do actually have lime to do
leisure reading. College students
aren't usually a big market for
fiction paperbacks or self-help
manuals, but comic books are
quite popular among most of us.

3. Brain Droppings—George
Carlin

f> Continued from N-1

fames
Eldred
Comics:
1. The Savage
Dragon
2. Avengers
3. Thor
4. Crimson
5. Astro City
6. Battle
Chasers
7. Black
Panther
8. Daredevil
9. Punisher
10. Both Spider-Man books
Video games are making huge
waves lately as technology
improves exponentially. The
Nintendo 64 and Sony PlayStation are the top contenders, but
PC games and Sega's upcoming
DreamCast machine are hot on
the heels of the leaders.

Pest Video Games
of 1998 (any format)

Anthony Recznik

Anthony Recznik
1.8Wz(PC,PSX,N64)
2. The Legend ofZelda: Ocarina
of Time (N64)

1. Naked Pictures of Famous
People—Jon Stewart
2. Die Paths of DaggersRobert Jordon

Matthew Paprocki
1. The Legend ofZelda: Ocarina
of Time (N64)
2. Metal Gear Solid (PSX)

Best Books /Magazines/Comics of 1998

3.
4.
5.
6.

Tekken 3 (PSX)
Resident Evil 2 (PSX)
Crash Bandicoot 3 (PSX)
Panzeer Dragoon Saga
(Saturn)
7. Gran Turismo (PSX)
8. WCW/NWO Revenge (N64)
9. NFL Blitz (N64)
10. Eihnhander (PSX)

fames Eldred
1. The Legend ofZelda: Ocarina
of Time (N64)
2. Unreal (PC)
3. Curse Of Monkey Island (PC)
4. Worms 2 (PC)
5. Quake II (PC)
6. Metal Gear Solid (PSX)
7. Die By the Sword (PC)
8. You Don 7 Know jack, Vol. 3

(PC)

9. Tekken 3 (PSX)
10. StarCraft (PC)

Marion undressing through a
hole in the wall. In the original,
you know the only reason Bales
gave Marion Cabin One is so he
could "spy" on her (that's whal
the kids called it back then).
That fact was totally inferred by
Bate's hesitation upon assigning
her a room.
However, Van Sant, couldn't
just have the simple hesitation,
he had to take it lo a whole other
level, which makes the scene
seem a little too vulgar. Other
than that Van Sant's direction is
great.
Some of the performances are
notable as well. Take for
instance William H. Macy as Private Detective Milton Arbogast.
Macy appears as if he could
have walked straight out of the
original with his inquisitive
demeanor and leery expressions. In fact, he provides a better performance than Martin
Balsam does (Arbogast in the
original).
Vince Vaughn has a commendable showing as well,
playing the emotionally disturbed and psychologically
unstable Norman Bates. However, he did not quite fit the part,
since he's a large muscular man,
and Norman Bates is supposed
to be a smaller, more effeminate
momma's boy. Vaughn actually
looks humorous in the mother
outfit, whereas Anthony Perkins

Psycho
Woodland Mall Cinema 5
Starring: Vince Vaughn. Anne
Heche
NOW says: A good remake of a
classic film, however, nowhere
near the original
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(the original Norman) looked
like an old woman.
Julianne Moore is not suitable
for her part as well. She plays
the part of l.tl.i Crane, the
younger sister of the missing
Marion Crane (Anne Heche).
Moore just doesn't seem to fit
the role, seeing as how she
appears older than Heche, and
is supposed to be in her early
twenties.
Anne Heche seems out of
place as well. Her approach to
playing the character seems to
be too animated at times and
almost humorous. For instance,
when her character is deciding
on whether or not to take
$400,000 and run, she has a
smirk on her face and appears as
if she's about to laugh. In the
original, Marion (Janet Leigh)
appears almost nauseous when
making that decision and for her
it's only $40,000.
Times have changed.

'Insurrection' one of the best Trek films
The Associated Press
"Star Trek" at its
best offers a balanced
version of the classic
sci-fi vision: a futuristic, computerized:%
universe leavened by
resonant, believable characters
and relevant human themes.
That's the reason it has lasted
through three decades, four TV
series and nine movies.
The keepers of Gene Roddenberry's flame, while always
good-intenlioned, sometimes try
too hard. Some "Trek" films
have drifted too far into comedy,
too far into darkness, even too
far into just plain silliness.
Not so the latest installment.
"Star Trek: Insurrection" strikes

Classified
Ads

the difficult balance between
action and humanity — the best
"Trek" movie since 1982s "Star
Trek II: The Wrath of Khan."
The quality — and the subtlety — is clear from the beginning.
"Insurrection" begins not in
space but on land, in the middle
of an idyllic country scene outside a village. This is a planet at
peace — but a planet being
watched surreptitiously by
Starfleet, the military/exploration arm of the United Federation of Planets.
In short order, the scene turns
chaotic. The android Data (Brent
Spiner, a favorite member of the
USS Enterprise crew from the
series "Star Trek: The Next Generation"), on assignment with
WANT TO TRAVEL ft GET BOSU CREDIT?
Find out how. at the n*«:
National Student Exchange Into Session!
Friday. December 11. 2:30pm, 3rd floor
of the* Union-Suit* Room. You have
tha chance to see Hawaii I Tesasl Alaska!
Colorado' Now York! For data.l». call tha
co-op program at 2-2454

Be en angel, help give a child Christmas!
The Salvason Army andClrcle K are cosponsoring the Angel TreeNovember 21 thru
December 14. You can help over 900 children
by chooung a needed Item on a Christmas Bee
at Woodland Mel. men bring the purchase
beak to us at the mall by the 14th This is your
chance to make a difference.

SERVICES OFFERED

BGSU Mom. Dad. Grandma. Grandpa. Sister.
Aunt, etc. Sweatshirts. Tee slsrts. Hats, and
other Miscellaneous Mom & Dad items. Collegiate Connection S31 Ridge.

372-6977
Tl* BG N«»» "ill m* kik<wntf l> .».«r* jdxniwinrni'
ihj» Jiviiminjic 01 i»"wnfr Jionmiiu-a jfJafM
jfi) juli.nlu.il uf irrxcup ifi ihr Km- i4 rxc. $**. cukw.
ifml nli|B>n. rurtmwl lanr/in •viiuJ nortHJid*. Ji»»l»lir> «jn» J. . »r«rt-jfl. <• 0* tht **** «| j*y .«h*f
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CAMPUS EVENTS
CANCUN. MEXICO
UAO sponsored Spnng Break Tnp to Cancun
tor only (880 00" Deposit ol 1180 00 is due by
Dec 18.1998 in 330 Student Uraon. For more
information orquestens call 372-2343.
CendMghtMaae
Sun, Dec. 13800pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
an Advent Celebration ol hope
Sponsored by St. Thomas More Pariah
Get involved si what is happening at BGSU.
USG general assembly meetings are held
every Monday at 7:30pm at 118 BA.
SUN, SAND. AND YOU"
UAO is sponsoring the Spnng Break Trip »
Cancun, Meiico tor only $680 00 A deposit of
$180 00 is due by Dec 18. 1998 m 330 Student Umon For more information or questions
eel 372 2343

the Starfleet surveillance team,
has apparently gone berserk and
revealed the observation station
to the locals, who call themselves the Ba'ku.
The Enterprise, led by Capt.
Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart), is dispatched to stop Data.
Picard finds that Data's actions
have a purpose: There is a plot
afoot, an agreement between
Starfleet and another race, the
Son'a, to relocate the Ba'ku to
another world so their planet
can be exploited for its very rare
natural resource: energy that
restores youth and vitality.
Picard, appalled by the
actions of his Starfleet and
enchanted by Anij (Donna Murphy), a Ba'ku woman, decides he

Isam guitar Jaaon Quick Freelance Musictan/matrucior with master's dagraa trom
BGSU For mrxa Into, contact crsabve arts
program 372-6177
Pregnant? Free pregnancy teals.
Confidential I caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

PERSONALS
ALASKA FIELD SUMMER COURSE 3 CREDITS. View www.nrelends bgsu.edu. Click Faculty. Rudmger Contact ASAP for complete details Deposit due by I 8-99
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Do you have a part time job?
Is it related to your major/career goals7

Come and see if you quadfy tor
CO-OP 050

a NO-COST Irsnscnpt notation
Lend C RE D««. ITY10 your employment
Co-op: 310 SS Bldg -372-2451 dome.

We Proudly Support

CANCUN, MEXICO
UAO sponsored Spring Break Trip to Cancun
tor only $660 00" Deposit olji 80 00 is due by
Dec. 10. 1998 in 330 Student Union. For more
Wonnaaon or pupations call 372-2343.
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
Sand piper-Beacon Beach Resort
Panama City Beech. Florida
From f 159 per person
3 Pools
i Indoor Pool
Lazy River Ride
Huge Beach side
Hottub Suites up ID 10 people
Tiki Bar
Home of tie
World's Longest Keg Party
Drink Free
Draft beer aft week w/ cover
Free into 1 BOO 488 8828
^jgevrjeyjd^jortoeMon^orn^^

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80's and 90's dance

20%OFF

Uol6e»dW4»U

PH MU - PHI MU ' PHI MU
Phi Mu is looking tor a houseboy

tor Vie 1999 Spring semester. If
interested, please can Undy Anthony
3723709 or Carne Casky 372-3308
to set up an interview.
PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU

Round Trip
Panama Dry
$109

Cat
Campus Travel
352-7889
SigKapSigKapSigKap
Holland,
Good luck at Dsney Work) next semesterl
Have fun and be careful. Well miss you*
S'gma Love & ours,
Big Lesley 8 Grand big Hope
SigKapSigKapSigKap

Thurs-Fri-Sat
Columbia Sportswear
BGSU Apparel
Hiking Boots
Falcon House Campus Outfitters
900 E Woosler St at S College

Photo Provided
vince Vaughn (above) illuetrate$ the fractured mind of Norman Bates.

Tuesday's et KAMIKAZE S
Swing is Here

Lessons from 9:30pm-10:30pm
DJ Patnck Keenan
Spins swing music aH right
USUC OFFICER PROGRAMS
Cotege Students-All Majors
Summer internship at Officer Candidate
School. NO school year requirements.
Now accepting appkcations
Call 1-800 892 7318
Wednesday's et KAMKAZE S
Karaoke with Rich Mchels

lrom10-2

Wool sweaters 3S$ Wool gloves 5$ Collegiate
Connection. 531 Ridge.

SUN. SAND. AND YOUI
UAO is sponsoring the Spring Break Trip to
Cancun. Morns for only $680 00. A deposit ol
$18000 is due by Dec. 18, 1998 in 330 Student Union. For more information or questions
caf: 372-2343.

1 Graduation ticket needed. Win pay. Please
eel Tracy at 352-3385.
1-2 sublease*s needed for spnng '99.
1340/mo. Close to campus. Cat 353.8079
1st Month's Rent Paid
Sublet unfurnished 2 bdrm. apt, 1 1/2 bath.
AC, dishwasher, 2 parking spaces. Call collect
630-653-1728 or 419-352-8136
2 subleasers needed in newly remodeled
house. 2 baths, own room. Must see. Call Amy
or JUI at 353- 7211 or 353-84 24.
2 sublessors needed tor spring semester. 2
bdrm.. 1 1/2 bath him. apt. S520/mo. Contact
Greg or Ken at 3S3-2355
2-4 subleasers tor spring sem. 2 bdrm apt. w/
balcony. Close to campus. $550/month. Ca*
354 6754
3gradickets needed. W<l pay. Cal 352-1678.

X-Mee Clearance Sal.
Selected Merchandise
SO* OFF
Friday-Sal-Sun
Falcon House Sporting Goods
123 S. Main St
Downtown Bowling Green

SPRING BREAK '99 PANAHA CITY BEACH
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spring Break
Headquarters. Packages from $39.00 per person. Closest lo Spinnaker and La Vela Host of
Sports stustratsd Beach Club. Call Nowl
l 800 224 GULF www.aprlngbreekhq.com.

SUNNY DAYS
Spnng Break 199911 Cancun. Mexico tor only
Holiday Sale

SUNNY DAYS
Spnng Break 1999H Cancun. Me.CO tor only
$680 00 Deposits ol $180 00 due by Dec 18.
1998 si 330 Student Union. For more Information or questions call: 372-2343.
UAO sponsored

must disobey Admiral Dougherty (Anthony Zerbe) and prevent
the relocation. His main opponent is a desperate man: the
aging, decaying Ru'afo (F. Murray Abraham), desperate to
reclaim his vitality.
Picard is joined, in true "Trek"
fashion, by his command team
from the TV series — First Officer Will Riker (Jonathan Frakes),
Klingon Lt. Cmdr. Worf (Michael
Dorn), Engineer Geordi LaForge
(LeVar Burton), Ship's Counselor Deanna Troi (Marina Sirtis)
and Dr. Beverly Crusher (Gates
McFadden). Unlike the past two
films with the "Next Generation" cast, each crew member
matters to the plot and has at
least one really good scene.

WANTED

4 Graduation Tickets Nssdsdll
WILL PAY MONEY
Please call Sara353-3332.
Available alter Jan 1 One large bdrm apt 220
E. Court. Call 352-5746 and ask tor Andrea.
B.P. Procaro is Hirlngl We employ ASE certified technicians. Accepting apokcaDons, resumes tor technician management positions.
B P. Procare is an equal opportunity employer.
Clean 6 apaoous Hillsdale townhouse. Needs
1 spnng sublessor Cal 353-5275.

1 female sublessor needed tor Columbia
Courts Please call 419.353-8064.
1 femaJo Sblsr. tor sp. semester. Cheap rent,
own room, prvt. prkg. Move in ay time after
12/12. Call Tracy @353-4174.
1 FMl Sublease! ASAP CHEAP! 100/mo
Call 686-00 70

Female subleasers needed for Spnng Semester 99. Walking distance from campus. $150
mo rent. Call 354-5394.

Grad. tickets needed. Call 373-0232
Graduation sckels needed. WH pay. Please
contact 352-5478
Graduation tickets needed. Win pay $$$ Cal
Stephanie at 3549582.

$680 00 Deposits of $180 00 due by Dec. 18.
1998 in 330 Student Union. For more kiformason or questions call: 372-2343.
UAO sponsored.
Thursday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Deners from 7-9 pm
Doker pitchers all night long

525 & 587 EflSTMERRV

402 E. Wooster St
fifty
352-BUTT
"©/•

<£Across from Taco Bell

OUER SLEEP? NO UJ0RRV CRMPUS IS RCR0SS THE STREET
•Across from campus
•Large two bedroom
■s.ZS?4'«»»
apartments
•ffPsi.'eevS. *^2g
•Furnished
•Laundry facility In
building
■Extra storage
•Free water & sewer
•9 t> 12 month leases
auallable
www.newlouerealty.com

Sri^s

NEWIPVE W

or $665 for 9 months
Rentals
332 $. MHIN (OUR ONLY OFFICE)

352 - 5620

Friday Night:
N

/

/

DJ Louth
no cover for anyone\

/,

]
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Or«du»«m Kkau nato»a
MMpay
Call 354 7361
Gr«duali<Ki bckMs needed Will pay
Call 353-7447

6raal roomatos. Great location Cneap rent
"llBODCal 35? 6384
B160
oaemale needed spring semester Own
HOuSi
Qdmvbalh, tree cable, washer & dryer, close
»Bar» 3S4-0478
Looking tor a lemale roommate
Spacious apt Close to campus
Plaue call 354 4435
I graduation tickets Will pay Call Scott 9
Heedr,
863-7440
Need graduation nckets Will pay Call Jenny at
352 6496
Need graduation nckets. Top J Call Dan at

352-1546
Needed German major or minor to tutor 2
eight graders smiggl*ig with Deutsch $5/hr
tor both 2 3 hrs per day alter school Phone
669-4704 il interested $50 bonus il grades improve to B average.
One subJeaser needed, own bdrm. own bathloom. $272/month. Swimming pool and bus
service avail. Can move in ASAP Cal
J52-3904
Roomate wanted 10 share large 3 BR house
w'older fmle student Must be guiet. know how
to clean up after selves, & like dogs Call
!7578

E»

Spring subieaser needed'
$22Smo plusuMmes
Own room Call TJ at 354 4311

Sublease lor spring and summer (Dec Aug)
Own room m LARGE house, washer, rjryer.
easement, bar. $250 a month . utilities
354-4311 ash tor Man
Sub-easer needed starting Jan i 1999 Own
rm 230$amontfi. Use of washer A dryer Conact 353 0668.
Sublease' needed. Haven House apts Close
to campus. Own bdrm
Call Jeremy at
3S2-1476.
Subieaser needed. 1 bedroom apt Rent $350
Call Aaron @ 354-0329.
Subieaser needed 1 BDRM. Kitchen, living
room Close to everything $280/monm plus uDUties Call 354-4356

Activities Director Summer 1999
3 people needed at Yogi Bear's Jellystone
Park in Mantua Only 10 mm Irom Sea World:
we are a busy family camping facility 40hrrwk
0$6AV • end of season bonus No Irving facility Send resume lo:
Jellystone Park
Ann: Andrea
3302 SR 82
Mantua. OH 44255
Interviewing done al laolity

OelaVu
Toledo's *i Gentleman's Club * looking for
eiotic dancers Let us show you how to make
lots ol money in a fun A e«ot»ng environment
Must be 18. Apply m person, no eip oeces
sary 13SS Byrne Rd Toledo 531 0079
Local manufacturer has immediate openings
for dependable, hard working individuals Apply between Bam 3pm 20584 Long Judson
Rd.Wosion.OH
Office cleaning evenings over Christmas noli
d.iy '? .Shg pt'-wook Call 352 5822

ASSEMBLERS Encellent income to assemble
products at home Into 1 504 646-1700 DE PT
OH-6255
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N ENTERPRISE ST.
Now hiring for spnng semester
Partime
less than one block from campus
$&HR STARTING PAY
3 sin Its available.
A shift 7:00am 10.00am
Bahifl 10 15am 1:15pm
C shift 1 30pm4:30pm
Possibliry of working 2 1 /2 hours
and getting paid tor 31
354 8802 or 354 8703

Babysitter for school age children Monday-? 30-6.00pm, Tuesday & Wednes
day 3 30 6 00pm Must have references, car.
ft good driving record Please call Mary after
6 00pm at 352 8267
Cook TK's Restaurant
419-874-2071

Perrysburg.

PRODUCTION ASSOCIATES
Norbalt Rubber Company, a OS9000 registered manufacturer ol polymer products tor the
auiomoiive mdusfy has openings
We offer a competitive wage with an incentive
plan, based on individual effort Also provided
is a benefits package that includes; health
dental, prescipton. vision, life insurance, pen
son. and 40i(k) plans Paid vacations A holidays are also furnished benelits
You must be able to work any shift Manufac
tunng experience is preferred. A pre
employment drug soeon is required EOE
Applications will be taken Monday, 12/14*98
through Fnday. 12/18/96 from 8;30am till
4:00pm at
NORBALT RUBBER
587 West Broadway
N Baltimore. OH

'87 Toyota Corolla FX16 3 doors
miles $1990 Call 354-6735

Head Life Guard/Asst Head Li'e Guard
Summer 1999
Needed at Yogi Bear's Jellystone Park in Mantua. Onfy 10 minutes from Sea World. Hourly
rate negotiable *> end of season bonus. (Life
guards also needed) No Irving laolity Send re
sume to
Jelly stone Park
Ann Andrea
3392 SR8?
Mantua. OH 44255
Interviewing done at facility

-RJBBV FOR SALE-Accepting best offer Ca*
3S?8790
1991 HyuanOi Excel $1800 w/92.000 miles
372 4657

100.000

93 Mitsubishi Eclipse Great condition. CD
player, auto windows, locks A cruise control
Please call 354-4435
•**'ii Spring Break SpeoaJs1""
Book Early A Receive a Free Meal Ptan"1
Cancun A Jamaica $399. Bahamas $459
Panama City $99 1 800-234 7007
www endiesssummertours.com

—ACT NOW RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR
SPRING BREAK 19991 PACKAGES TO
SOUTH PADRE (FREE MEALS). CANCUN.
JAMAICA. KEYWEST. PANAMA CITY
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6.
800 838 8203'WWW LEISURETOURS.COM

Yamaha stereo and both speakers for sale
Less than six months old $400 each or all for
$700 Call 352 7362

AAAA.l Early Specials' Panama City. Room
with kitchen Si 291 Includes 7 Free Parties'
Dayiona $149 New Hotspol South Beach
$129' Cocoa Beach $1491 spnngbreak
travel com 1-B00 67B-6386.

FOR RENT

Apt torrent 2bedrm furn $400vmo 822 2nd
St 3S4 f.983

AAAA.i Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses in the US recognized by the Council ol Better Business Bureaus (or outstanding
ethics in the marketplace' spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-678 6366

Furn efficiencies available Long term or
monthly All util, phone. A cable included
Phone 352 1520

"99-00 SY Houses and Apartments
930E Wooster.321 E Merry
211 E Reed A 1,2. 3bedrm apts
Listmgs Available
316E Merry #3
Will mail iisongs
Please call 353 0325

CANCUN. MEXICO
UAO sponsored Spnng Break Trip to Cancun
tor only $680 00" Depost ol $ 180 00 is due by
Dec 16.1998 in 330 Student Union For more
information or questions call 372-2343

While 1990 Ford Probe Nice r.ms. detachable
face, phal ride. Good deal $3000 OBO
353-4451.

Female subieaser needed immediately Own
room $200/month Close to campus. Please
call 353 9381

Houses A Duplexes lc- 1999-2000 school
year. 1 to 3 person homes avail • 12 month
lease only starting m May - Steve Smith
352-8917

BEANIE BABIES
Fall '96 group of U, Includes Glory & Fortune
$175 Cal 354-0269 1 set available

SUNNY DAYS
Spnng Break 1999H Cancun Mexico tor oniy
$680 00 Deposits of $180 00 due by Dec 16.
1998 m 330 Student Union. For more information or questions call. 372-2343.
UAO sponsored

Female subieaser needed tor spnng semes
ier Prefer non-smoker Large, 1 1/2 bath, own
'oo^ $24? SOpls dec Ca» 35? 6f>91

Georgetown Manor Apartments
Available Fall 99 A Spnng 2000
800 3rd Street
i bedroom & 2 bedroom apts
Fully lumished. AC.
Newtaundry Room.no pets
9 '24 12mo leases
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water & sewer included
Can 354-9740 for more details A appt

AAAA.' Early Specials1 Cancun & Jamaica' 7
nights Air & hotel From $399' Includes Free
lood. Drinks. Parties1 sprrngbroaktravei com
1 •6004376-6366

SUN. SAND. AND YOU"
UAO is sponsoring the Spnng Break Tr p to
Cancun, Mexico 'or only $680 00 A deposit ol
$180 00 is due by Dec 16, 1996 in 330 Student Union For more information or questions
call: 372 2343

Houses • 1.2, and 3 bedroom
furnished apis . tor '99 00
school year. 352-7454
Male subieaser needed lor spring semester.
House with own room. $i8'50'month Call
353 2168

1 BR furnished available approximately 12/20
Quiet all utilities • cable included t4iS/mo
mimmum4 1/2mo tease Phone352-1520
i female subieaser needed $225vmo. Close
to campus: tots ol room, tst mo rent FREE
Can Cheryl. 354 0496
1 male needed to share 2 bdrm. apt
Own room, spring semester 1999
Please call 353 0325
i subieaser needed lor spnng
Own bedroom A bathroom $150/$200/mo
Ctosetocampus CaiiJason 353-1284
1 Subieaser needed f« sp semester Own
bdrm & bath w/locks New F'azee Apts Can
Michelle® 354 5371
2 bdrm. fum
353 5074.

apt

includes uM

$450 mo

352-5620
Visit our Website:
http://www.ncwlovercalty.com

Management Inc.
\o» leasinn far Kail 1999-21100

wumm
•709 Fifth St.: J bdrm/2bath
•801 &8(M Fifth St.: 2 bdrm

BaB
Don't just
sit there!
Stop in today for
a complete 1998/1999
apartment listing.

Truck and Auto Repair
10°o Discount
wi Student ID

•Oil Change $19.99'
most vehicles

113 Railroad St
Open Mon thru Frl
8:00am - 5:00pm
Sat 10 - 2

Gill Now!

352-9302

BGSU

DON'T MISS OUT
Now leasing for FALL 99

(l.i #VI llii.itir

.u^S
>&°"l
so
■^CO« ™lr»MOn

THE BATTLE FOR
PARADISE HAS BEGUN

,n

S

STAR TREK.
"0/u

INSURRECTION

*ka\.

•sags

I ••'••'.

Nightly 7:00 9:30
Sat Sun Wed Mat
PG
2:00 4:30

I *££©%■

UNI I

^PIEDMONT"

Every Saturday
12 Midnight

2 Bedroom*
Paiios a

D

*?S1^,

Khcroinf»"99_

Cinemark Theatres
5

| CINEMA 5 S3.

91 1234 N. Main St. 354-055^
•Jack Froat (PG)
(12:10 2:30)4:45 7:40 10:00

J

The Rugrats Movie (PG)
(12:30 2:40)5:00 7:20 9:40
The Watarboy (PG-13)
(12:20 2:20) 4:20 7:30 9:50
Home Fries (PG-13)
7:10 9:30

Come see us for a complete listing of locations

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
530 Maple St.

419-352-9378

Babe: Pig in the City (G)
(12:00 2:10)4:10

• (.-duelling youth and adults on sexual
•null risk rrctmnnn techniques
• publu speaking and group facilitation
• spending your Ircc time traveling to
High Vho.il> within

Wood County
Th„: the SPEAKERS BUREAU of
the SHARE projeel may be for you!
Applications for Spring semester
The I ink or

Contact: Sheryl Miller Clemetsen

at: 352-2551 or 354-8113
KTTUIC

Volunrccr* arc needed'

°g

4-7 p.m.

Only

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
IlilUdjIr \pK.. Jh-lnii Ibt. VCT) HMCHMS.9

Iboi ceihne. car pent. 9 I 2*12 me least!

BMftHHBBHHHHHHBHBHM
I
I
<N
I
I
I
■
I
I
I
I
GREENBRIAR, INC.
I
I
I
I
352-0717
I
I
I
I
N(w Leasing
I
J
M(T((T Ncii \or Apt.s
I
I
I
•Fire Places
I •7) Bc(lr(X)in
I
•Dishwashers
I •2 Baths
I
I
I •Air Conditioning -Microwaves
I
I
•Garbage Disposals
I
I

I
a
RrM Floor Apis $850.00/rnonlh + utilities
D
rj
D
a
2nd&3rd Floor $9(M).(W/monlh + utilities
D
i
I
i
Bring in this ad and receive
I
a
I $l(H).oo off your first months rent! a
I
I
(Per Apartment)
D
a
BBBHHHHHBHHBBHBHHHHa

/(fEfcCA

Management Inc.

Hilhil4l. \plv. t..n^c lUdnS. Injih ^julli-il
baling* unique Oonr pisri ttrpont 9 I 2-12
BO lessei Slarli .n $150

/SJEfcCA
Management Inc.

Ilrin/viir \pi»„ I hdniu. hiph vaulted ralmtv
unique flooi pljn ''I 212 mo
H4 I '•"•< M
llplM 5t|

Management Inc.
M: S. < sleat CwUftsH \pi>.
' tvlim rownhDUSSI
nih gjra^in -.iuiic.1 celhnai, i>r>:<.- toft.

Management Inc.
FfflcWncm \ hwee I barms 215 t
i ob of ptrkmf i II
s'ln i Mmi uaruM SMO

PM

Management Inc.
$1 \\ill..» ll.iiiM- \pi I hdnns. (ij
heat. ' < Remodeled Sttflfng M S»7<

^<$E^CA

Management Inc.

st..p b) "in i»flke

JI

184*

N

Male D '
>M-5«en

H»w.wcncl.or8y~mccca

-' IT*8 TIME TO THINK ABOUT
FINDING A GREAT APARTMENT
FOR NEXT YEAR...

0<^

$2
& Tonight:
Happy Hour &
Munchie Buffet

12 am kesc Siarn si $900

■■ y»i"

(

If you have interest in:

HUheafe \|>t* IM n rownhauta rtf> ipaL-HHM lull b»mi i i : hsthsndcei r»>ru. •> ' '-

VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR COMPLETE LISTINGS FOR UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL HOUSING! OR
■}
VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE!
r

A Bug's Lite (G)
(11:45 2:00) 4:30 7:00 9:20

'Odunteem /deeded

Management Inc.

•309 High Si.: 2 bdrm, free pas heat, water & sewer
•507 & 525 E. Merry St.: 2 bdrm furnished aprs.,
across from campus
•824 Sixth St.: 2 bdrm. free gas heal, W.IUT & icwcf
•843 Sixth St.: 2 bdrm/2 bath

RE Management

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 B Shop Rd
Bowlipg Green OH
353-2526
• nhop
Free Towing il we ltd
do the job'

Mill and

Seeking male or female roommate to share
spacious, living room, dining, room. 1 1/2
bain. 3 bdrm house. Needed for spring semester $250/mo Call 353-4191.

Subieasers needed for summer "99. 521 E.
Merry apts 2 large bedroom. $4807month Call
354-0123

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For info can 203-319-2802

are available at

Owner (fluent m Spanish) wiH share large furn
house in BG with 2 students. Prefer grad. students, exchange students, professors. 3 room
suite fum or unfurn. Avail, starting Jan. 2 burning fireplaces, laundry. large wooded lot. $300
ind. ail util Lve. message after 8:00pm,
352 5523

(our only office)

HELP WANTED

Jr. it St

New 3 bdrm house, very dean 812 Third St,
ctose to campus. 1 bath, fenced backyard, no
pets. $795/mo Avail. Jan i. 99. Call
419474-5344.

SUBLEASERS NEEDEDII
2-4 People Avail. Jan-Aug
2 Lg. Bedrooms, Dishwasher
2 Car Garage. Lg Back Deck
$525 • Utilities
Call: Ann 353-3455

Rentals
332 S. Main St.

Subieasers needed tmmedlilelythru May 2
bdrm. apt. remodeled Kitchen. $S0XVmo isi
month's rent ft cab-e FREE 724 6th St
352 5099 Call Today'

Need lemale subieaser lor spring semester
Cedarwood Apts -Own room rent neg. Great
location, ctose to campus1 AC A private park
rng Please call 354 8367

Subieaser needed for spring semester. Own
room $250'mo Call 373 6040

2 bdrm furnished apts
352 74S4

NEWIPVE

SuWeaser desperately needed. $ 170
Call 354-2149.

217 South College- 15 blocks from Hanna
Flail. 3 BR House, tenants pay all util. sec
dep.$525/mo Available immediately
For more Information or lo sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises al 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.
Apt. lor rent 2 bdrms upstairs Utilities fumished Call 352 5822

AAAA»I Early Spr.ng Break Specials' Baha
mas Party Cruise' 6 Days $279' Includes Most
Meals' Awesome Beaches. N.ghtlile' Departs
Irom Honda! spnngbreaktravel com
1-600-678-6366

Panama City Spring Break Specials1 Plan
NOW a Save1 Boardwalk Beach Resort. Hobday Inn Sunspreet 7 Nights. Parlies, Free
Drinks Irom $i I9$i99> spring breaktravel com
1 800 678 6386

FOR SALE

OH

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT Workers earn
up to $2.000.'month (wtips A benefits!
World Travel1 Land-Tour jobs up to
$5.000-$7,000 summer Ask us how'
51 7 336 4235 E xl C55441

"Friday, December 11, 1998

AND WE'VE GOT ONE FOR YOU!
CHECK OUT THE BEST APARTMENTS IN BG!

MMb^_.l

Mid Am Manor
-641 Third St.
-702 Third St.
-839 Fourth St.
Charlestown Apartments
-710 Scott Hamilton
-730 Scott Hamilton

Ashdon Apartments
-836 Scott Hamilton
-8S0 Scott Hamilton
Schmeltz Rental Properties
-702 E.Wooster
-620 Third St.
-122 Frazee Ave.

Call or stop by our office today!
21 and Over

MM Am ltanag«rnent • 641 Third St. Suit* 4 BO. • 352-4380

i

